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ABSTRACT 

Ultrafiltration and Nanofiltration Multilayer Membranes Based on Cellulose 

Sara Livazovic 

Membrane processes are considered energy-efficient for water desalination and 

treatment. However most membranes are based on polymers prepared from fossil 

petrochemical sources. The development of multilayer membranes for 

nanofiltration and ultrafiltration, with thin selective layers of naturally available 

cellulose, has been hampered by the availability of non-aggressive solvents. We 

propose the manufacture of cellulose membranes based on two approaches: (i) 

silylation, coating from solutions in tetrahydrofuran, followed by solvent 

evaporation and cellulose regeneration by acid treatment; (ii) casting from solution 

in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolum acetate ([C2mim]OAc), an ionic liquid, followed by 

phase inversion in water.  

In the search for less harsh, greener membrane manufacture, the combination of 

cellulose and ionic liquid is of high interest.  Due to the abundance of OH groups and 

hydrophilicity, cellulose-based membranes have high permeability and low fouling 

tendency. Membrane fouling is one of the biggest challenges in membrane industry 

and technology. Accumulation and deposition of foulants onto the surface reduce 

membrane efficiency and requires harsh chemical cleaning, therefore increasing the 

cost of maintenance and replacement. In this work the resistance of cellulose 
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membranes towards model organic foulants such as Suwanee River Humic Acid 

(SRHA) and crude oil have been investigated. 

Cellulose membrane was tested in this work for oil-water (o/w) separation and 

exhibited practically 100 % oil rejection with good flux recovery ratio and 

membrane resistivity. The influence of anionic, cationic and ionic surfactant as well 

as pH and crude oil concentration on oil separation was investigated, giving a 

valuable insight in experimental and operational planning. 
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1. Motivation  

Since the 1960s with the introduction of Loeb-Sourirajan asymmetric cellulose-

acetate (CA) membranes, membrane research and application had an exceptional 

growth. Reverse osmosis (RO) dominates as water desalination technology, 

providing clean drinking water for vast population living in places, where 

freshwater is scarce. In addition, nanofiltration (NF) and ultrafiltration (UF) 

membranes, capable of removing suspended solids, bacteria and viruses along with 

nanofiltration resistance towards divalent salts are used as RO pretreatment. 

Membranes have been implemented in dairy, beverage, and textile industry along 

with pharmaceutical and oil industry.   

For the last 50 years, scientists are trying to obtain a perfect membrane with 

properties close to 100 % rejection, no flux decline, no fouling, indefinite operability 

and reduced cost. The success in one characteristic means however collateral 

damage in another. RO membranes are capable of rejection of more than 99 % of 

monovalent salts, maintaining high flux, but with high pressure requiring a lot of 

energy. NF and MF membranes have higher fluxes and don’t require high pressures 

but they cannot provide drinking water quality.    

In order to achieve higher fluxes and improve selectivity, membrane surface should 

be tailored in a way that fits our desired characteristic. Hydrophilic membranes 

promote water transport, as well as decreased foulant attachment. Hydrophobic 
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membranes, preferably used for gas separation are also used for solvent filtration 

and membrane distillation.  

The hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the solute to be rejected will affect the 

decision on the type of the membrane needed.  

Cellulose membrane prepared with ionic liquid combines the most abundant natural 

material, dissolved in one of the least toxic solvents. The membranes are smooth, 

hydrophilic and dense, plentiful of OH groups on the surface contributing to 

hydrophilicity as well as negativity. This type of surface allows fast water transport 

i.e. the water permeability yet rejecting the foulants.  

Due to vast amount of hydrogen bonds cellulose is insoluble in water and majority 

of organic solvents, leaving only a handful of solvents capable of disrupting the 

hydrogen bonds. These solvents are predominantly toxic and include several 

additional steps in synthesis to get to the final cellulose.  

Imidazolium based ionic liquid with acetate anion is listed as the least toxic among 

other ionic liquids. It dissolves cellulose in one-step process and yields a membrane 

via phase inversion. The membrane exhibited high permeance and good resistivity 

towards the foulants, showing steady flux during long-term experiment with humics 

and 100 % oil in water separation.  

Conditions under which separation takes place influence the efficiency of rejection. 

Feed water characteristics, membrane surface and operational conditions impact 

the rejection trend. Foulant-foulant and membrane-foulant interactions as well as 

their charge interplay shape the ability of membrane to reject or adsorb a certain 
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foulant. During seawater or brackish water filtration together with humics there are 

other organics such as biopolymers and proteins and inorganic substances e.g. 

monovalent and divalent salts that improve or deteriorate rejection.  

In the oil and gas industry process, water is injected into the oil well in order to 

increase the pressure and stimulate oil production. This is referred as water 

flooding. The water that comes out of the well is called produced water and it is 

initially seawater or brackish water with high salinity. Besides high salt 

concentration produced water also contains different hydrocarbons and heavy 

metals picked up on the way out of the well. The composition of crude oil and the 

well and therefore produced water depends on the age of crude oil, well location 

and soil composition. Different separation methods are used with different 

efficiency. Even after partial oil removal, additional separation steps can be 

required, depending on the target application.  

In many applications, not only in the petrochemical industry, oil-in-water emulsions 

have an important role. They are commonly stabilized by the addition of surfactants, 

which reduce interfacial tension between the oil and water.  

Various salts and additives found in the produced water affect the removal 

efficiency of the membrane. The pH of the solution controls the charge of the ions 

and solutes in the solution and on the membrane surface. Protonation and 

deprotonation might occur both between foulant-foulant and membrane-foulant 

interfaces.  
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Improved oil separation with relatively steady permeability using membrane 

technology increase the water quality and the amount of water that can be reused 

for agricultural and livestock purposes, as well as for further treatment. Complete 

oil removal with only salt can be treated with RO membrane and achieve even 

drinking water quality.  

Understanding the role of surfactants, salt and pH on membrane selectivity can 

shape future experiment and help improve the separation.  

1.1. Objective  

The  overall  objective of  this  work was  to  prepare  membranes  from  pristine  

cellulose using reduced number of steps and more environmentally friendly 

solvents and/or proposing new methods for cellulose thin coatings. The membranes 

should be resistant to fouling with reasonable permeability and efficient selectivity. 
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2. Introduction 

Water scarcity and access to clean water are major problems worldwide, directly 

affecting around 1.2 billion people, one-fifth of the world׳s population.1 While 

seawater desalination has been an indispensable strategy in the Middle East as a 

source of drinking water, water treatment is essential everywhere in the world to 

assure sustainable life quality with high environmental standards. This includes 

treating municipal and agriculture wastes and recycling industrial effluents. 

Increasing need for safe drinking water, purification of effluents with small 

pollutant molecules and recovery of valuable products has placed membrane 

separation processes such as nanofiltration (NF) among the fastest growing 

technologies. The global membrane-based technology market for the treatment of 

industrial water and wastewater has been estimated to reach $5.5 billion in 2015, 

driven by different applications and motivations in different continents.2 With 

economic growth, many countries are facing an enormous challenge of water 

pollution. For example, 55% of the groundwater in China has been reported to have 

poor water quality, while 78% of urban rivers are polluted to an extent that they 

might not serve as drinking water source anymore.3, 4 In European countries, which 

have been intensively fighting to reach high level of water quality, wastewater 

treatment has satisfactorily reduced the content of regular pollutants, but there is 

an increasing concern with emerging new pollutants such as endocrine disrupters. 

Besides environmental aspects, water reuse might become mandatory to bring 
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water autonomy to desert areas in the Middle East far from the coast and therefore 

with restrict access to seawater. Water availability has also been a question of 

security and a reason for potential conflict in many countries. Membrane technology 

is recognized as energy efficient, easy to scale-up and environmentally friendly, with 

large perspective of expanding its application with the growing need of 

implementing more sustainable industrial processes. Membranes have been 

optimized with selectivity/permeation characteristics useful for quite diverse 

separation tasks. However the membrane manufacture itself could be much more 

sustainable and greener than it is now.5, 6 

 

2.1 Currently Available Membranes for Ultra- and Nanofiltration: Advantages and 

Drawbacks  

For more sustainable membrane manufacture two aspects have to be taken into 

consideration: (i) the membrane material and (ii) the manufacture process. Most 

membrane materials are produced from petrochemical sources. The most applied 

membrane manufacture process involves non-solvent induced phase separation 

(NIPS), solution casting followed by immersion in water. Large amount of solvents 

like N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) or 1-methyl-2-

pyrrolidone (NMP) are frequently used for phase inversion. Furthermore 

membranes are frequently prepared as multilayers, with the asymmetric porous 

support being only the substrate, which is coated by additional solutions, 

constituted also by solvents, which are environmentally harmful. There is an 
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increasing discussion on the possibility of banning their application in large scale 

and the need for finding alternatives at least for part of the manufacture processes.  

The need for the highest possible rejection and least permeability decline is higher 

than ever. Increase in human population and need for industry has made a huge 

impact on the amount of drinking water available for all the people. Desalination 

and wastewater treatment by membrane technology is capable of removing more 

than 99 % of total suspended and dissolved solids including everything from big 

macromolecules to smallest ions of salt, providing fresh and clean water for millions 

of people. Increased amount of places coping with water scarcity increased the need 

for faster and more efficient water treatment. Membranes need to deliver desalted 

and disinfected water fast in larger amounts. When designing a membrane two main 

characteristics need to be satisfied, high permeability and high solute rejection. 

Besides that, membranes should have mechanical, chemical and thermal stability as 

well as antifouling property and endurance.  

To achieve this several factors should be taken into consideration; membrane 

material and process, method of operation and operational cost, module of 

operation and possibility of scaling-up, overall cost of maintenance, operations, 

cleaning and replacement.  

Membrane material and fabrication are the main point of interest since the 

performance of the membrane solely depends on membrane physical and chemical 

properties, surface characteristics and pores size.  
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Nanofiltration and ultrafiltration membranes have pore sizes between 0.001 μm – 

0.01 μm and 0.01 μm – 0.1 μm, respectively. UF membranes are often used in food 

and beverage industry, wastewater treatment and removal of proteins, viruses and 

bacteria while NF is most often used for water softening since they are capable of 

removing divalent salts. Both NF and UF are used in a desalination plant as a 

pretreatment and increasing the lifespan of RO membranes by rejecting bigger ions, 

molecules and macromolecules hence allowing only monovalent salts to pass. 

 

2.1.1. Inorganic Ultrafiltration Membranes 

Inorganic material has promising chemical and thermal stability but membranes are 

quite fragile and challenging to manage, overall cost is too high and scaling-up is 

restricted at this point. Nevertheless, inorganic material such as Al2O3, TiO2, ZrO2, 

ZnO, and SiO2 nanocrystalls, composites TiO2–SiO2, TiO2–ZrO2, and Al2O3–SiC, 

nanocomposites (Ag–TiO2, Zn–CeO2, and zeolites) as well as ceramics (TiO2 and 

TiO2-composites) have been extensively studied.  

The most exploited material in ceramic membrane application is photocatalytic TiO2 

where charge separation is induced by light i.e. photons. Most favorable application 

of TiO2 is disinfection, specifically E. coli7-9 and removal of organic pollutants mainly 

dyes and humics.10-14 Efficiency of TiO2 membrane is evaluated by degradation rate 

of the pollutants and membrane permeability.  
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Katsaros et al. (2012)15 reported 20 Lm-2h-1bar-1 and successful decomposition of 

azo-dye via TiO2 photocatalysis. Liu and Sun et al. (2012)9 investigated bacteria 

inactivation and dye degradation via Ag/TiO2 nanofiber UF membrane and reported 

99.9 % and 80.0 %, respectively, with 5-20 Lm-2h-1 at 1-4 bar. Zhang and Sun et al. 

(2009)8 used multifunctional TiO2 nanowire UF membrane for water treatment 

where they reported membrane exhibits both anti-fouling and anti-bacterial 

behavior with reported permeability of 12.2 Lm-2h-1bar-1. Zhang and Sun et al. 

(2008)10 grafted multifunctional TiO2 nanotube into MF membrane via liquid-phase 

deposition, yielding a UF membrane with photodegradation of humic acid via 

photocatalytic activity with reported permeability of 15-33  Lm-2h-1 at 0.5-2 bar.  

Besides most commonly used material TiO2, Al2O3 and SiC are gaining more interest. 

Boffa et al. (2014)16 prepared a nearly defect free SiC UF membrane on SiC support 

via extensive organic synthesis for UF applications. The reported permeability was 

0.05–0.06 Lm-2h-1bar-1 and polyethylene glycol (PEG) (100 kDa) retention 93 %. The 

same group prepared Al2O3/SiC UF membrane, where commercially available SiC 

tubes were used as carrier for Al2O3 UF membrane. The membrane showed high 

permeability ranging from 10 to 3000 Lm-2h-1 at 10 bars and PEG (8 and 35 kDa) 

retention of approximately 75 %. 

Incorporation of nanoparticles into inorganic material for water treatment and 

remediation is an attractive technique due to the known antimicrobial activity.  

Some nanoparticles, such as silver and copper can promote disinfection 

(waterborne pathogens). Others have degradation capability via photocatalysis. 17-26 
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Matsuyama et al. (2014)27 prepared a stacked UF membrane comprised of silver 

nanoparticle layers using layer-by-layer deposition with molecular weight cut-off 

(MWCO) of 500 kDa (dextran).  

 

2.1.2. Inorganic Nanofiltration Membranes  

Graphene based materials incorporated in membranes for water treatment and 

purification are a blistering topic in the membrane technology for water treatment 

applications mainly due to the high permeability. Out of the graphene based 

material family, graphene oxide (GO) is the most used one, most likely because of 

availability and relatively low cost. Desirable characteristics of graphene and 

graphene based materials are hydrophilicity, which enhances the water transport 

desired for nanofiltration membranes with good selectivity, mechanical stability 

which gives them robustness and tunable nanopores for implementation in different 

applications. Mi and Hu (2013)28 were one of the first to report a 4-10 times higher 

permeability (80-276  Lm-2h-1 at 10 bars) than conventional NF membranes, using 

cross-linked GO membrane prepared via layer-by-layer process. Xu et al. (2013)29 

prepared inorganic NF membranes using ultrathin sheets of chemically converted 

graphene for water purification. Membranes showed high retention for organic dyes 

(99 %) and intermediate retention of ion salts (20-60 %) whilst having high pure 

water permeance (21.8 Lm-2h-1bar-1). Graphene-oxide membranes are being 

investigated by different groups, targeting desalination with the expectative of 

exceptional high water permeance. 30-32 
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Together with graphene, carbon-nanotubes became interesting material in the field 

of membrane technology due to their mechanical strength, relatively low cost and 

potential antimicrobial property quite desirable in water purification field. 33-36 But 

the main reason to explore carbon nanotubes for membranes is the advantage of 

lack of friction for water transport, which could lead to extremely high fluxes.  Yoon 

et al. (2014)34 prepared vertically aligned carbon-nanotubes exhibiting three times 

higher water permeance compared to conventional membranes with 2 log less 

bacterial adhesion.  

Although quite attractive, the preparation of inorganic membranes requires very 

complex and extensive methods such as  water-assisted thermal chemical vapor 

deposition method34, hydroiodic acid vapor and water-assisted delamination30, drop 

casting, spraying or spin coating, Langmuir-Blodgett method and vacuum filtration37 

for carbon based membranes, electrostatic interaction of polyelectrolyte-stabilized 

nanoparticles (NPs) with layer-by-layer deposition for inorganic nanoparticles27, 

grafting and liquid-phase deposition10, alkaline hydrothermal synthesis, followed by 

a filtration and hot-press process8, polyol synthesis9 for TiO2 incorporation and 

pyrolysis of allylhydrido polycarbosilane in the presence of submicron α-SiC 

particles for SiC-SiC deposition. These techniques require harsh chemicals and even 

with some low cost material, there is still great limitation of scale-up processes.  
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2.1.3. Organic Ultrafiltration Membranes  

Although inorganic membranes are receiving more and more attention in recent 

years, polymeric membranes are irreplaceable at this moment when it comes to 

large industrial applications and water treatment. Different polymers and methods 

of preparation can tune the pore size, structure and properties. Techniques such as 

grafting and cross-linking provide control characteristics and desired properties. 

Most commonly used polymers for organic membrane fabrication are polysulfone 

(PSU)38, polyethersulfone (PES)39, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)40, 41, 

polyacrylonitrile (PAN)42, 43, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyimide (PI), 

polypropylene (PP), poly vinyl alcohol (PVA) and cellulose acetate and cellulose 

nitrates.44-46   

Polysulfone and polyethersulfone are most common polymers in membrane 

fabrication. Different approaches have been used to improve even more the 

performance of polysulfone-based membranes. Some examples are mentioned here.  

Polysulfone blended with poly[2,2′-(m-phenylene)-5,5′-dibenzimidazole] (PBI) 

showed increased permeability (355 Lm-2 h-1) and higher BSA rejection (69 %), 

when compared to pristine polysulfone (228 Lm-2 h-1 and 36 %), respectively. 47 Xie 

et al. (2015) functionalized polysulfone with triazole ring via click chemistry to 

improve anti-fouling property of UF membrane.48 

Other additives such as poly (ethylene glycol methyl ether) are used for enhancing 

the hydrophilicity of polysulfone membranes.49 Derlon et al. (2014)50 studied 

gravity-driven UF membranes that require very low pressure. They stated that 
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presence of thin and young biofilm on the membrane surface improved the quality 

of permeate although further filtration will cause accumulation of organic matter 

triggering permeate deterioration.  

For enhancement of polyethersulfone hydrophilicity various additives (hydrophilic, 

amphiphilic and inorganic), surface functionalization (carboxyl, sulfonated and PEG 

functional groups), surface grafting techniques, coating methods, chemical 

treatments and polymer blends were investigated for membrane functionalization 

in order to increase the permeability.39 

Blend of polyimide and microporous polyethersulfone submitted to atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) was investigated for the purpose of enhancing the selectivity by 

tuning the surface morphology. Rejection increased with increasing number of ALD 

cycles.51 

Cellulose-acetate nanofibers prepared via freeze-extraction with permeance of 

3540 L m−2 h−1 bar−1 showed ferritin rejection of 90.7 %. 46 Hollow fiber membranes 

prepared from cellulose acetate derivatives cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) and 

cellulose acetate propionate (CAP) via thermally induced phase separation (TIPS) 

method showed good anti-fouling property towards BSA and humic acid. 45 

Hydrophilic polyurethane additive, known as L2MM, was added to PVDF membrane 

during phase inversion process. Two types of additives, L2MM(PEG-600) and 

L2MM(PEG-200) were used and the reported permeance was six times higher than 

that of pristine PVDF membranes.52 Another type of additive, nano-chitin whisker 
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was added as the reinforcement tool via non-solvent induced phase separation 

process to the PVDF membrane in order to impart fouling.53 

By grafting 2-hydroxyethyl-methacrylate (HEMA) on the top of polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) membrane, a pH-responsive membrane was obtained via atom 

transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). The results showed that the grafted 

membranes reveal pH-response permeation towards environmental solutions.54 

 

2.1.4. Organic Nanofiltration Membranes  

For improved removal of cadmium (98 %), polysulfone membrane was modified by 

addition of amphiphilic IGEPAL in a PSU/IGEPAL/NMP system via immersion 

precipitation process. IGEPAL CA-630 is a nonionic, non-denaturing detergent. Its 

official IUPAC name is octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol and it is a registered 

trademark of Rhodia. Reported permeability reached maximum 70 Lm-2h-1 at 10 

bars. 38 

To improve fouling resistance on RO and NF membranes, poly(ethylene glycol) 

diglycidyl ether (PEGDE) was grafted to surface of commercial RO (XLE) and NF 

(NF90). Modified membranes exhibited better resistance to fouling when compared 

to pristine, non-grafted membranes, although further addition of poly(ethylene 

glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEGDE) didn’t continue to improve the membrane 

performance.55 
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2.1.5. Block Copolymer Membranes  

Block copolymer membranes have high porosity together with narrow tunable 

pore-size distribution, with high permeability and tailored selectivity. Self-assembly 

of copolymers lead cylindrical pore morphology with governable surface 

characteristics and chemistry.56-58 

Future trends in membrane technology have to focus on developing new membrane 

material and solvents that have desired surface properties for longer durability and 

fouling resistance. Fabrication and membrane processing should include less 

operational steps with decreased usage of harsh chemicals. 

One of the main motivations of this work is to substitute at least part of the solvents 

used in the multilayer membrane manufacture by greener alternatives. We propose 

the production of membranes based on natural cellulosic materials, in which ionic 

liquid is employed for coatings. One-step cellulose dissolution in ionic liquid is a fast 

process capable of replacing extensive cellulose dissolutions processes. The natural 

abundance of cellulose is attractive. The large amount of OH groups contributes to 

hydrophilicity, which provides high permeability and good fouling resistance.  

 

2.2. Fouling  

Membrane efficiency is mainly measured in terms of water permeance and solute 

selectivity. The lower the pressure the less energy does the process require. All 

types of membranes will eventually lose its initial permeance and filtration rate will 
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decrease with time. To maintain steady permeance, trans-membrane pressure has 

to increase. 

Flux reduction with time by accumulation of solutes, particles and colloids near the 

membrane surface, which may lead to adsorption or deposition, is known as fouling. 

If the system operates under constant trans-membrane pressure, the permeance 

will decline with time, whilst operating under constant permeance the trans-

membrane pressure will increase to maintain the same conditions. One of the 

biggest nemeses of the membranes overall is fouling.59 

Fouling decreases the membrane productivity, due to the accumulation of particles 

of different origin on the membrane. Less productivity means permeate with poor 

quality, more energy consumption and overall increase of plant operation cost. 

Membranes have to be replaced more often or backwash has to be implemented 

more frequently. In general, fouling causes severe financial and industrial losses so 

it is necessary to reduce it. Fouling can be caused by organic (rigid and flexible 

biopolymers, fulvic and humic compounds) and inorganic scaling (silica, minerals 

etc.) compounds.60   

Organic compounds responsible for organic fouling are referred to as natural 

organic matter (NOM) and they are classified as humic and non-humic substances 

and can be found in surface water and ground water as well as soil (humics). 

Humics are high molecular weight substances that can be of aquatic or terrestrial 

origin. Concentration of humics in the Red Sea water is 0.389 mgL-1 and 0.671 mgL-1 

in the Arabian Sea water, representing 51.2 % and 39.4 % of total dissolved organic 
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carbon. For comparison, biopolymers represent 11.7 % and 12.6 % of total 

dissolved organic carbon in the Red Sea water and Arabian Sea water, 

respectively.61 

Aquatic humics have lower molecular weight than the accompanying terrestrial 

ones, they are more difficult to remove and present dominant foulant. Presence of 

divalent salt cations such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ increase fouling rate due to the bridge 

formed between the cation-humic-membrane surfaces. 

Non-humic NOM foulants are proteins, polysaccharides, sugars and 

polyoxyaromatics.  

In order to find the appropriate solution for the fouling problem, the understanding 

of the foulant-foulant as well as foulant-surface interactions has to take place.  

Fouling can be classified as reversible and irreversible, backwashable and non-

backwashable. Reversible fouling is due to the complete pore blockage, partial pore 

blockage and cake filtration whilst irreversible fouling is due to the internal pore 

blockage and adsorption of foulants onto the membrane surface.62 Non-

backwashable fouling cannot be removed with hydraulic backwash but it can be 

removed by chemical cleaning. On the other hand, irreversible fouling cannot be 

completely removed with chemical cleaning or any other method (backwash, 

flushing, wiping) and membrane will not recover its original permeance.59 

Several factors cause fouling; the composition of feed (type of foulant used, pH, ionic 

strength, and concentration), hydrodynamic conditions (permeance, cross-flow 

speed etc.) and membrane properties such as roughness, charge, functional groups 
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and hydrophilicity.60 Fouling takes place either due to the cake formation and/or 

pore blockage (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Fouling mechanisms 
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To quantify the extent of fouling, flux recovery ratio, and total flux loss were 

calculated based on following equations; 

Flux recovery ratio; 

𝐹𝑅𝑅 = (
𝐽𝑤𝑐

𝐽𝑤𝑖
)  x 100 %                                                                                                                   (1)                            

Flux decay ratio; 

𝐷𝑅 =
(𝐽𝑤𝑖−𝐽𝑝)

𝐽𝑤𝑖
𝑥 100 %                                                                                                                   (2)                            

where Jwi is the initial pure water permeance, Jp is permeance measured with a 

solution, which might include potential foulants, and Jwc is the pure water 

permeance after rinsing the membranes and measuring Jp , respectively.  

Reversible fouling is not a threat as big as irreversible fouling, because the foulants 

can be mechanically removed by hydraulic backwash. Irreversible fouling cannot be 

mechanically or chemically removed, the membrane needs to be either replaced or 

operate under diminished efficiency.  

As mentioned before, several factors affect the rate of fouling. Foulant-foulant and 

membrane-foulant electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions are the main reason 

for adsorption or lack of it.  Further understanding of both behaviors could give a 

valuable insight prior to usage of membrane for under fouling conditions.  

Besides fouling, concentration polarization causes decrease in permeance. 

Concentration polarization represents the occurrence of higher concentration of 

solutes near the liquid-membranes interface causing higher osmotic pressure and 
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decreased permeance. Concentration polarization can be removed with backwash. 

Fouling presents deposition of foulants onto the membrane surface. In case of 

adsorption and internal pore blockage, irreversible fouling takes place and foulants 

cannot be removed neither by backwash or chemical cleaning. Concentration 

polarization can promote fouling by increasing foulant concentration during longer 

period of time.60 

If a foulant cake layer is formed on the surface, it becomes more hydrophobic and 

therefore, oil droplets can penetrate, decreasing the rejection in oil-water 

separations. 63 

Pressure can cause an increase in cake layer formation, which results in oil droplets 

not being able to penetrate through the thick layer, therefore increasing the 

rejection. If the feed contains suspended and colloidal particles of different sizes, a 

secondary layer might form, reducing the flux and increasing the rejection.  

For understanding the mechanism of fouling the influence of pH is of a great 

meaning to elucidate charge related characteristics. Over wide range of pH, 

membrane functional group tend to protonate and deprotonate which will result in 

different membrane charge and surface zeta potential. Solute rejection and water 

permeance will depend on the membrane-solute charge and zeta potential either by 

causing electrostatic repulsion or attraction. Besides membrane functional groups, 

varying pH will also cause changes within the solute ions in the solution as well.64-66 

The laws and regulations regarding the oil and gas effluent quality are becoming 

stricter therefore increasing the need for membranes with desirable separation 
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without severe permeance loss, as well as with high stability and durability. In 

Australia, permitted oil and gas limit for offshore effluent is 30 ppm daily or 50 ppm 

instantaneous.67 In China the maximum monthly average limit of oil and gas effluent 

is 10 ppm while chemical oxygen demand (COD) limit is 100 ppm.68  According to 

the Convention for Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic 

(OSPAR), annual average limit of the amount of dispersed oil in produced water 

allows discharges in the sea up to 40 ppm.69 According to United States 

Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the maximum limit for oil and gas 

effluent is 42 ppm (daily average), while the monthly average limit is 29 ppm70 

Based on World Health Organization (WHO), regarding the turbidity of the effluent, 

ideal turbidity when measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Unit (NTU) should be 

below 1 NTU or on average cases below 5 NTU.71 According to European Standards, 

total hydrocarbons in the oil and gas effluent should be lower than 10 ppm while oil 

concentration should be less than 5 ppm.72 

 

2.3. Oil-Water Separation 

Oily wastewater is one of the biggest by-products of food industry, chemical and 

petrochemical industry and, in largest percentage, petroleum refineries. According 

to the International Energy Agency73, for every barrel of crude oil produced,  seven 

to ten barrels of water need to be treated. 97 million barrels per day were produced 

worldwide in late 2015, reaching 35 billion barrels per year globally. Predictions for 

2016 as a whole, non-OPEC output is expected to decline by 0.6 million barrels per 
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day (mb/d), to 57.1 million barrels per day (mb/d), therefore there is an extreme 

need for produced water management and more efficient separation. 

Oil in the water can be classified as floated or dispersed oil, where the oil droplets 

size is higher than 10 μm and they can be removed mechanically. Other cases might 

have oil droplets with size less than 10 μm. They are then classified as emulsified oil 

creating oil in water (O/W) emulsion.  

 

2.3.1 Relevance and Different Available Processes   

Emulsified oil is difficult to remove due to its small size by using common 

techniques such as physical treatment, chemical treatment and biological 

treatment.74, 75 Gravity separation, flocculation, coagulation and air flotation are not 

effective in removing micron and submicron sized oil droplets in the emulsion.76-79  

The EARTH Canada Corporation developed a technology called TORR™ that stands 

for Total Oil Remediation and Recovery. They use a multi-stage adsorption and 

separation system that has an adsorbent media, the polyurethane based Reusable 

Petroleum Adsorbent (RPA®), an oleophilic, hydrophobic, nontoxic, coalescing 

agent capable of removing and recovering oil droplets. The drawback of adsorption 

systems is cost and the need for frequent regeneration of materials and waste 

generation.80  

Hydrocyclone were first used to de-sand and de-oil wastewater. The hydrocyclone 

pretreated the raw produced water removing solids and oil content by 73% and 
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54%, respectively. Cyclones combine centrifugal forces and gas flotation to separate 

water, oil and gas.81, 82  

Membranes have become a powerful technology in oil in water separation due to 

the tailored pore sizes, applicable for wide range of oil droplets sizes ranging from 

0.1-10 μm.83 Hydrophobic membranes, including polysulfone, polyethersulfone, 

polyacrylonitrile can separate oil droplets from water, but with severe fouling.84, 85 

Modification of surface making them more hydrophilic has become a trend with 

methods such as surface graft polymerization86-88, surface coating89, 90 and surface 

segregation.91-94 These techniques have been performed on hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic membranes, as well as ceramic. However, they require additional steps 

which increasing cost and preparation time.  

UF membranes are one of the most effective systems for oily wastewater treatment 

due to its low cost, small space requirements and no need for additives. Lia et al. 

(2006)95 studied a tubular UF model equipped with polyvinylidene fluoride 

membranes modified by inorganic nano-sized aluminum particles to treat oilfield-

produced water. Bilstad and Espedal et al. (1996)96compared MF and UF 

membranes in pilot trial to treat the North Sea oilfield-produced water. Results 

showed that UF, but not MF, could meet effluent standards for total hydrocarbons 

and dissolved constituents. By UF membrane treatment with molecular weight cut-

off (MWCO) between 100,000 and 200,000 Da, the total hydrocarbon concentration 

could be reduced from 50 mg/L to 2 mg/L (96% removal). Benzene, toluene, and 
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xylene (BTX) were reduced by 54%, and some heavy metals like Cu, and Zn were 

removed to the extent of 95%.  

Lee et al. (2005)97 tested a hydrophilic UF membrane of 0.01-μm pore size, in 

crossflow mode, to treat oilfield-produced water. Oil and gas concentration after UF 

could be reduced to less than 2 mg/L. The preferred feed-water specifications for 

ideal performance of UF for oil and solids removal was less than 50 and 15 ppm, 

respectively.  

Jiang et al. (2009)83 stated that oil/water separation improved with cellulose grafted 

polyacrylonitrile membranes. They showed that the membranes could reject 100 % 

of high-speed vacuum pump oil using ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-VIS). 

Li et al. (2006)98 prepared hollow fiber membranes from cellulose/monohydrate N-

methylmorpholine-N-oxide (NMMO·H2O)/polyethylene glycol (PEG 400) through 

the immersion precipitation technique. The membranes showed good antifouling 

properties but the permeability was relatively low, 7.67 L/(m2 h) under an 

operation pressure of 0.1 MPa.  

Ceramic membranes are interesting topic in membrane technology field and 

recently have more attention in the produced water industry.99 Due to their 

inorganic composition they possess competitive mechanical and chemical stability, 

can withstand higher temperatures, high oil concentration and harsh cleaning 

agents.100 Although they tolerate high temperatures, the expansion may cause 

problems with sealing between membrane and the housing.101 They are brittle, 

which makes it difficult to handle, they are quite expensive compared to polymeric 
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membranes and are challenging to scale up given the cost and currently available 

ratio of membrane area and permeability. 

Chen et al. (1991)102 tested performance of ceramic crossflow MFs to separate oil, 

grease, and suspended solids from produced water. Permeate quality for dispersed 

oil and gas was 5 mg/L and for suspended solids was less than 1mg/L. 

Tao and Ma et al. (2015)74 investigated reversible and irreversible fouling on 

ceramic membranes. They stated that specification and type of the crude oil affect 

the droplet size and zeta potential which later affects the separation efficiency in the 

ceramic membrane test. 

 

2.4 Cellulose 

For the manufacture of multilayer membranes, by dip coating, a solvent is needed, 

which dissolves the coating polymer without damaging the substrate. The coating 

layer is usually responsible for the selectivity and the porous substrate, which is 

frequently made of polysulfone, poly(vinylidene fluoride) or polyacrylonitrile, 

improves the mechanical stability without compromising flux. Multilayer 

membranes have been successfully applied for gas separation, pervaporation, 

nanofiltration and reverse osmosis. However the application of cellulose coating for 

multilayer membranes has been hindered by the lack of solvent for cellulose, which 

would not damage the morphology of the porous polymeric support. Cellulose103 is 

one of the most abundant natural materials and has been used as starting material 
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for membrane manufacture for long time. However cellulose can be hardly dissolved 

in common solvents due to strong hydrogen bonds and crystallinity. Chemically 

modified cellulose in the form of cellulose acetate has been successfully used in 

large scale for instance as reverse osmosis hollow fibers for seawater desalination 

or more recently as commercialized flat-sheet membrane for forward osmosis. 

However the use of cellulose itself has been restricted by the availability of 

industrial process for dissolution, which is currently done in aggressive medium, by 

chemical modification and regeneration.  

 

2.4.1 Short History of Cellulose 

Cellulose presents one of the most abundant, renewable polymer resources 

available today worldwide. It has been assessed that by photosynthesis, 1011 - 1012 

tons are synthesized annually in the form of seed hairs of the cotton plant, although 

mostly cellulose is combined with lignin and hemicelluloses in the cell wall of woody 

plants.104 Cellulose has been used for many centuries as a construction material, 

mainly in the form of intact wood and textile fibers such as cotton or rayon, or in the 

form of paper and board. Cellulose is an adaptable starting material for chemical 

conversions,  for example in production of artificial threads and films as well as a 

variety of various derivatives used in several areas of both industry and everyday 

life.105  

Cellulose occupies a unique place in the annals of polymers. As early as 1838, Payen 

recognized cellulose as a ultimate substance and created the name cellulose.106 
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Cellulose as a precursor for chemical modifications has been used even before its 

polymeric nature was recognized and well understood. Milestones on this pathway 

were the discovery of cellulose nitrate by Schönbein in 1846, the preparation of 

Schweizer's reagent, i.e., a cuprammonium hydroxide solution representing the first 

cellulose solvent107 in 1857, and the synthesis of an organo-soluble cellulose acetate 

by Schützenberger in 1865.108 

The origin of cellulose chemistry as a branch of polymer research can be traced back 

to the fundamental experiments of H. Staudinger in the 1920s and 1930s on the 

acetylation and deacetylation of cellulose; these experiments resulted in the concept 

of polymer-analogous reactions.109 According to this concept, functional groups of 

macromolecules; in the case of cellulose predominantly hydroxyl groups; can 

undergo the same kind of reactions as the corresponding low-molecular 

compounds. Further, it was observed that the supramolecular structure of the 

polymer may play an important role in determining the rate and final degree of 

conversion, as well as the distribution of the functional groups, which has been well 

recognized for cellulose. The scale of cellulose structure is ranging from few 

nanometers to several microns with tensile strength as high as Kevlar.110  

Today, the evolution of analytical and synthetical instrumentation has paved the 

way for exploration of cellulose nanomaterials. Novel forms of cellulose materials 

are called cellulose whiskers, cellulose nanocrystals, microfibrilated cellulose, 

cellulose nanofibrils and nanofibers, cellulose crystallites and bacterial cellulose. 
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2.4.2. Cellulose Structure and Analysis 

Cellulose is an abundant polymer consisting of the β-(1-4) glucose linkage with 

repeating D-glucopyranose units (anhydroglucose units (AGU)).103 Besides the AGU 

units, the molecular structure of cellulose consists of non-reducing end group and 

reducing end group shown in Figure 2.  

 

  

 

Figure 2. Cellulose structure with reducing and non-reducing end along with repeating 

anhydroglucose unit (adapted from reference103) 

 

The molecular structure of cellulose usually adopts the lowest free energy 

conformation, which results in cellulose’s free hydroxyl groups, positioned on C-2, 

C-3 and C-6 atoms, in the equatorial plane, while the hydrogen atoms are positioned 

in the axial plane.104 Hydrogen bond in the cellulose structure is the main reason of 

cellulose insolubility in water and most of the common solvents. Hydroxyl groups 

can also be further reacted, allowing easy grafting and growing of polymeric 
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segments from the surface, which could further decrease fouling or introduce 

specific groups to tailor selectivity.   

Throughout the history of cellulose discovery and various modifications as well as 

implementations of the cellulose in different facets of industry, several efforts have 

been dedicated to enhance its solubility. But the main challenge, which has hindered 

the use of cellulose as coating for composite membranes, or for the preparation of 

membranes by phase inversion, remained its insolubility in most organic solvents. 

Inter and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds of cellulose are the main of reason for 

cellulose insolubility. The hydrogen bonds are not easily broken, without 

compromising the supramolecular structure. The type of inter and intra-molecular 

hydrogen bonds formed in the cellulose are presented in Figure 3.    

 

 

Figure 3. Inter and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds formed in cellulose (adapted from reference103) 
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In the recent years great efforts are made to find rather “green” solubilization 

process.   

 

2.4.3 Methods of Cellulose Solubilization and Processing  

According to the literature, there are different pathways used in the past to achieve 

the solubilization of cellulose.  Using a reaction to functionalize it before dissolving 

has been the most successful past strategy111; 

The benefit of further investigation of cellulose dissolution and functionalization for 

membrane application is explored in this work, as well cellulose application in 

separation tasks, for which fouling is normally an important.  Due to the present of a 

large number of OH groups, cellulose can be easily further functionalized for specific 

applications. Figure 4 summarizes different methods leading to cellulose 

dissolution. 
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Figure 4. Classification of cellulose solvents suitable as medium for chemical functionalization 

reactions (adapted from reference111) 

 

2.4.3.1 Cellulose Xanthogenate 

Cellulose fibers (e. g. viscose and rayon) and films (cellophane) are being produced 

for more than a century by the viscose technology, which uses a metastable solution 

of cellulose xanthogenate, with hazardous byproducts like heavy metals, CS2 and 

H2S.112 The harsh process involves mercerization followed by treatment with carbon 

disulfide and esterification. The xanthogenate was than treated and washed 

thoroughly with 300 gL-1 ammonium chloride.113 
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2.4.3.2 Cuprammonium Process 

The other well-known method for production of regenerated cellulose as well as 

cupro silk and cuprophane is the cuprammonium process also with negative 

environmental impacts.114 The cuprammonium process involves addition of copper 

oxide and ammonia in the system.  

Rayon has a negative impact on marine life, where researchers have found that 

rayon contributed with 59.6 % to the total amount of fibers found in the deep ocean 

and that several types of fish can accidentally consume it.115 The more water 

repellant the rayon based fibers are, the slower the degradation.  

 

2.4.3.3 Cyclic Amine Oxides 

In the 60s cyclic amine oxides have been proposed to dissolve cellulose.116  The 

cyclic amine oxide can be prepared by reaction between the saturated tertiary 

amine and hydrogen peroxide in water. N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide can be 

prepared by reacting N-methylmorpholine with hydrogen peroxide in water to yield 

generous amount of amine oxide. Advantage of cyclic amine oxide is that, because of 

its inert nature and neutral pH it is not prone to degradation or further chemical 

reaction. Amine oxide is also soluble in most common organic solvents e.g. water, 

methanol, acetonitrile, and dimethyl sulfoxide. Preparation of cellulose compounds, 

e.g. cellulose esters, requires steps comprising of dissolution, precipitation, 
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distillation, second precipitation and trituration. Solvents, such as methanol, 

dimethyl sulfoxide, methyl butyrate and acetone, are used along the process.116 

 

2.4.3.4 N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide 

N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide (NMMO) has then been used for production of films 

and membranes.117 The membrane manufactured with cellulose/NMMO is 

considered a more environmentally friendly technology.6, 118, 119 Although the 

NMMO is a relatively green solvent and the commercialized production of NMMO-

cellulose fibers named Lyocell is a rather simpler technique than others, still the 

process exhibits some difficulties. Expensive cost, need for recovery of expensive 

solvent and adjustments of properties of Lyocell fibers are some of the  

challenges.112 

 

2.4.3.5 Cellulose in Ionic Liquids  

Ionic liquids have a growing interest, being considered as green solvents,120 and can 

dissolve lignocellulosic biomass partially or in total, depending on the subsequent 

addition of water and solvent. It is important to mention that the production of ionic 

liquids is still costly. Due to the very low vapor pressure they are expected to bring 

less health risks to process operators, when compared to volatile solvents, but the 

toxicity of some ionic liquids in water might be a cause of concern.121 Therefore for 

environmental and cost reasons the recovery of ionic liquids is important. Most of 
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the recovery is done through the evaporation and precipitation processes, but a 

significant recovery of ionic liquid with a purity of 80%, using nanofiltration has 

been reported by Abels et al.122 

Independent of the level of toxicity, ionic liquids are among the few solvents for 

cellulose without chemical modification. The dissolution of the cellulosic materials 

is driven by the anion of the ionic liquid, as reviewed by different groups.120, 123-127 

Anions such as halides, carboxylates and phosphates have the ability to break the 

hydrogen bonds within the cellulose structure. We chose 1-ethyl-3-methyl 

imidazolium acetate [C2mim]OAc (Scheme 1) in this work, which is liquid at room 

temperature and highly miscible with water124; it has high dissolving power even in 

the presence of up to 10 wt% of water and relatively low viscosity compared to 

other ionic liquids, and shows no corrosion against stainless steel.124 In addition, 

[C2mim]OAc has low toxicity, melting point lower than −20° C, viscosity 10 mPa s at 

80 °C and high hydrogen bond acceptor abilities.125, 128 

Hydrogen bond acceptor sites in the anion structure and lack of hydrogen bond 

donors in the ionic liquid cation favor the dissolution of cellulose. The acetate anion 

in the [C2mim]OAc can form hydrogen bonds with hydroxyl protons of cellulose. 

Heinze et al.127 and Pinkert et al.123 proposed that [C2mim]OAc forms even covalent 

bond between the glucose unit of cellulose and the imidazolium ring (Scheme 1). 

This is specific for acetates and not observed for the analog chloride, although it also 

dissolves cellulose. Even if the covalent in Scheme 1 is formed, the ionic liquid is 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#f0060
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#f0060
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#f0060
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expected to be washed out in water, making [C2mim]OAc a good solvent for 

cellulose coatings. 

 

 

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of cellulose and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate 

[C2mim]OAc covalent binding. 

 

Research regarding ionic liquids and cellulose has been mainly towards the 

fractionation of lignocellulosic biomass, fractionation into mono- and disaccharides 

as well as the usage of ionic liquids as a pretreatment for the enzymatic hydrolysis. 

The most exploited usage of ionic liquids in respect to cellulose is as media for 

homogeneous reactions in order to obtain polysaccharide derivatives from 

cellulosic materials.126 

As far as membrane manufacture is concerned a pioneer work has been published 

by Xing et al.129, 130 , based on a cellulose acetate, dissolved in [C2mim]SCN. Li et 

al.118 reported so far the only work using non-modified cellulose dissolved in ionic 

liquid for membrane purpose. They used the ionic liquid 1-allyl-3-
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methylimidazolium chloride. We explore in this work [C2mim]OAc for the 

preparation of cellulose membranes by phase inversion. 

 

2.4.4. Cellulose Nanomaterials and Applications 

Cellulose nanomaterials, derived from natural sources have numerous applications, 

from paper and packing industry to automotive and construction, cosmetics, food 

and very promising biomedical and water treatment industry.131 

In the water treatment and remediation applications, nanotechnology is an 

emerging technology due to its cost effectiveness and remediation efficiency. 

Cellulose nanomaterials are vastly used as sorbents for contaminants, mainly heavy 

metals and as scaffolds for toxic pollutants.  

Among various techniques for heavy metal removal, sorption is one of the most 

efficient with activated carbon as most frequently used sorbent. Cellulose 

nanomaterials have natural occurrence, they are environmentally friendly and have 

an immense surface area. For the removal of cationic pollutants such as Pb2+ and 

Ca2+ carboxylation of cellulose nanocrystals and cellulose nanofibrils with succinic 

acid and carboxylate group increases the sorption ability, respectively.132, 133 

Besides lead and cadmium, carboxylated cellulose nanofibrils sorb 3 to 10 % more 

Ni2+ and Cr3+ than unmodified nanofibrils.133 Remediation of radioactive uranyl 

UO22+ in water was accomplished by oxidation of wood pulp using the (2,2,6,6-

tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl (TEMPO)/NaBr/NaClO process followed by 
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mechanical treatment. The adsorption capability of cellulose nanofibers towards 

uranyl ion was 167 mg/g, which is two to three times greater than the adsorption of 

distinctive adsorbents. 134  

Remediation of anionic chromate containing Cr (VI) included succination and 

amination of cellulose nanocrystals reaching more than 98 % removal.135  

Hydrophilic nature of cellulose and cellulose nanomaterials prevents its affinity 

towards hydrophobic compounds e.g. oil. Deposition of TiO2 onto nanocellulose 

aerogel via ALD yielded a rather oleophilic surface capable of oil adsorption.136 

Silanation of cellulose nanofibril aerogel with addition of hydrophobic silane137 or 

freeze-drying of nanofibrillated cellulose in the presence of methyltrimethoxysilane 

improves oil and organic sorption.138 

Reinforcement of polymers with nanoparticles is an effective technique in 

remediation technologies to impart particle aggregation and hence reduce the 

efficacy. Cellulose nanomaterials prevent the aggregation and promote particle 

transport. Iron oxide nanoparticles are used in arsenic remediation and aggregation 

presents one of the drawbacks of system; growth of iron oxide particles onto 

cellulose nanofibrils, where nanofibrils prevented aggregation, increased the 

arsenic removal to 36.49 mg/g for As(V).139 

Polymeric membrane have been reinforced with cellulose nanomaterial due to the 

increase of membrane tensile strength, hydrophilicity and hence permeability and 

selectivity, biofouling ability as well as biocompatibility. Ultrafiltration 

polyethersulfone membrane was reinforced with cellulose nanofibrils yielding a 
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narrower pore size distribution and permeability enhancement (813.3 L/m2 /h) 

and similar bovine serum albumin (BSA) rejection (92%) compared to pure PES 

membranes (340 L/m2 /h and 94.6%, respectively).140 Hsiao and Chu et al. (2014) 

prepared NF membranes via interfacial polymerization and reverse interfacial 

polymerization on nanofibrous substrate. Sodium chloride rejection was improved 

from 74% to 91% while permeability of divalent salt solution increased for 

membranes after modification.141 

Bacterial cellulose is produced by bacteria Gluconacetobacter xylinus from sugar via 

uridine diphosphate glucose. Controllable nanostructure via in situ biofabrication 

opens possibilities for various applications. Due to its natural formation and hence 

biocompatibility, bacterial cellulose is applicable in biomedical application where 

this biocompatible material can be used in tissue engineering, scaffold and blood-

vessel fabrication as well as nanopaper.110 

 

2.4.5 Cellulose Membranes  

One of the first mentioning of cellulose-based membranes for desalination was in 

the 1950’s, when C.E. Reid142 prepared a cellulose acetate RO membrane that 

exhibited good separation of salt from water but with rather modest permeability 

not feasible enough. Although the first nitro cellulose UF membranes were prepared 

in the early 1900’s143, but only in the 1960’s, after the work of Loeb and 

Sourirajan144, asymmetric RO cellulose acetate membranes were prepared with 

good separation and high permeability. Since then, cellulose acetate (CA) has been 
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applied in preparation of all filtration processes, from microfiltration (MF) to 

reverse osmosis (RO). Due to its natural hydrophilicity and low cost, cellulose 

acetate has been also blended with hydrophobic polymers to yield low fouling 

composite membrane. To improve the performance of hydrophobic PVDF, Sun et al. 

(2010)145 blended CA with PVDF for the preparation of phase inversion membrane 

in a wet process. Prepared MF membrane showed high flux recovery ratio and low 

fouling towards BSA protein. Tavakolmoghadam et al. (2014)146 investigated 

PVDF/CA blend via phase inversion process induced by immersion precipitation in 

different concentration ratio and examined their behavior in regard to water 

permeance and fouling tendency. Membrane blend of 20/80 (CA/PVDF) showed 

highest water permeability and the lowest total fouling ratio. Mohan et al. (2004)147 

blended CA and PES via precipitation phase inversion technique in different blend 

compositions. CA/PES blend membranes were tested for pure water permeability, 

protein rejection (BSA, EA, pepsin, and trypsin) and heavy metal rejection (Cu (II), 

Ni (II), and Cd (II)) with PEI complexation. Maximum rejection for proteins was 

observed for BSA (93 %), for heavy metal rejection for Cu (II) (94 %). Compared to 

unmodified CA membranes, the protein and heavy metal rejection was lower and 

the permeability was higher. Cellulose based nanomaterials (nanowhiskers, 

nanocrystals, nanofibers) extracted from natural sources of wood and pulp or 

produced by bacteria (bacterial cellulose) offer unique network structure and with 

remarkable mechanical properties e.g. Young modulus of bacterial cellulose reaches 

more than 15 GPa.148 UF membrane reinforced with CA nanofibers exhibited 

ultrahigh permeability of 3450 Lm-2h-1 and ferritin rejection of 90.7 %.46 Chu and 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738814005559
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Hsiao et al. (2014)149 prepared a composite thin-film nanofibrous UF membrane 

with cellulose nanofibers. Nanofibers were fabricated from wood pulp using TEMPO 

(2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-piperidin-1-yl)oxyl) /NaBr/NaClO system and served as a top 

barrier layer. Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) electrospun scaffold was the mid-layer and 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) functioned as a non-woven substrate. Modified 

membrane showed permeance five times higher than commercial UF membrane 

(PAN10) with high rejection ratio (99.9 %) of microsphere latex suspension. 

Mohammadi et al. (2009)150 studied the performance and behavior of CA-PEG 

blends under different conditions and the relation to permeability and selectivity 

performance. Matsuyama et al. (2011)45 prepared three types of hollow fibers from 

cellulose acetate (CA), cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB), and cellulose acetate 

propionate (CAP) via the thermally induced phase separation (TIPS) method. The 

membranes had similar permeability although their hydrophilicities differ, from CA 

having the highest hydrophilicity and CAP the lowest. CA also showed highest 

fouling resistance towards BSA and humic acid. 

The preparation of multilayer cellulose (non-derivative) has been restricted, mainly 

because of the lack of suitable solvents. 
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3. Methodology 

In this chapter the methodology used for dissolving the cellulose and preparing 

membraned is described, as well as their characterization. 

 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1. Cellulose Modification by Silanization and Regeneration 

Avicel® PH-101 microcrystalline cellulose (MW=160,000–560,000 g mol−1) and 

hexamethyldisilazane (HDMS ≥97.0%) were purchased from Fluka Analytical, latter 

produced by Wacker Chemie AG, Burghausen, Germany, both used as received. 

Hexane (95%, anhydrous) was supplied by Sigma Aldrich®. Hydrochloride acid (HCl, 

36.5–38.0%) and sodium chloride (99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. 

Tetrahydrofurane (THF, ≥99.5%, for synthesis) was purchased from ROTH® and 

used as received. Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) or poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) of 

different molecular weights (0.2, 1.5, 3, 6, 10, 35, 100, 300 and 600 kg mol−1) was 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich®, produced by BASF. The asymmetric porous 

supports based on polyetherimide (PEI), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), polysulfone (PSU) 

and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) were prepared at KAUST by phase inversion 

using continuously operating machine. The polyester wet-laid nonwoven fabric, 

type 05TH-100 approximately 161 μm thick used for the preparation of 
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cellulose/ionic liquid membranes was purchased from Hirose Paper, Japan. Milli-

Q® water (Millipore) with specific resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm at 26.1 °C was used for 

membrane preparation and testing. 

 

3.1.2. Cellulose Membranes from Solutions in Ionic liquid 

Avicel® PH-101 microcrystalline cellulose (MW=160,000–560,000 g mol−1) and 

hexamethyldisilazane (≥97.0%) were purchased from Fluka Analytical, latter 

produced by Wacker Chemie AG, Burghausen, Germany, both used as received. Ionic 

liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (≥90%) was purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich®, produced by BASF. Solvents N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, anhydrous, 

99.8%), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc, CHROMASOLV® Plus, for HPLC, ≥99.9%) 

and 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP, ACS reagent, ≥99.0%) were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich® and used as received. Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) or poly(ethylene 

oxide) (PEO) of different molecular weights (0.2, 1.5, 3, 6, 10, 35, 100, 300 and 

600 kg mol−1) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich®, produced by BASF. The 

asymmetric porous supports based on polyetherimide (PEI), polyacrylonitrile 

(PAN), polysulfone (PSU) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) were prepared at 

KAUST by phase inversion using continuously operating machine. The polyester 

wet-laid nonwoven fabric, type 05TH-100 approximately 161 μm thick used for the 

preparation of cellulose/ionic liquid membranes was purchased from Hirose Paper, 

Japan. Milli-Q® water (Millipore) with specific resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm at 26.1 °C was 
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used for membrane preparation and testing. Sodium chloride (99%) was purchased 

from Alfa Aesar. 

 

3.1.3. Fouling Evaluation of Cellulose Membranes 

Avicel® PH-101 microcrystalline cellulose (MW=160,000–560,000 g mol−1) and 

hexamethyldisilazane (≥97.0%) were purchased from Fluka Analytical, latter 

produced by Wacker Chemie AG, Burghausen, Germany, both used as received. Ionic 

liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (≥90%) was purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich®, produced by BASF. Bovine serum albumin, lyophilized powder (≥96 %, 

agarose gel electrophoresis) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich® and used as 

received. Γ-Globulins from bovine blood (≥99 %, agarose gel electrophoresis, ≤ 4 % 

NaCl) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich® and used as received. Phosphate Buffered 

Saline 10X solution was purchased from Fischer Scientific. Suwanee River Humic 

acid (Suwannee River Humic Acid Standard II (100 mg)) was purchased from 

International Humic Substances Society.  

 

3.1.4. Oil-Water separation by Cellulose Membrane 

Avicel® PH-101 microcrystalline cellulose (MW=160,000–560,000 gmol-1) was 

purchased from Fluka Analytical, latter produced by Wacker Chemie AG, 

Burghausen, Germany, used as received. Hydrochloride acid (HCl, 36.5–38.0%) and 

sodium chloride (99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar®. Sodium hydroxide 
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(NaOH, ≥99%) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich® and used as received. Ionic 

liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (≥90%) was purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich®, produced by BASF. Milli-Q® water (Millipore) with specific resistivity 

18.2 MΩ cm at 26.1°C was used for membrane preparation and testing. The 

asymmetric porous support based on polysulfone (PSU) was prepared at KAUST by 

phase inversion using continuously operating machine. The polyester wet-laid 

nonwoven fabric, type 05TH-100 approximately 161 μm thick used for the 

preparation of cellulose/ionic liquid membranes was purchased from Hirose Paper 

Crude oil was kindly provided from petrochemical company. Surfactants sodium 

dodecylbenzenesolfonate (CH3(CH2)11C6H4SO3Na), hexadecyltrimethylammonium 

bromide (N(CH₃)₃Br)) and polysorbate 80 (Tween® 80) were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich and used as received.  

 

3.2. Membrane Preparation 

3.2.1. Cellulose Modification by Silanization and Regeneration 

3.2.1.1. Preparation of Trimethylsilyl Cellulose 

Cellulose (3 g) was swollen in 150 ml water and 30 ml DMAc, followed by filtration, 

further dissolution in 300 ml DMAc and heating at 165 °C for 30 min under reflux. 

After cooling the solution to 100 °C, 15 g of LiCl was added and stirred until 

complete dissolution. After cooling down to room temperature a clear solution was 

obtained after stirring for 8 h to 12 h stirring. 45 ml of HDMS was then slowly added 
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to the solution at 80 °C in 3 h. The hot solution was precipitated in methanol, 

filtered, thoroughly washed and dried in vacuum oven at 60 °C over night. 

 

3.2.1.2. Preparation of Regenerated Silyl Cellulose 

Silylated cellulose was dissolved in THF and used as coating solution. As porous 

substrate PAN, PSU, PEI or PVDF asymmetric porous membranes, previously 

manufactured by phase inversion in a continuous machine were used (Figure 8). 

Polymers were dissolved in following conditions; polyetherimide (Ultem 1000) 17.5 

wt%, gamma-butyrolactone 30 wt%, dimethylacetamide 50 wt%; polyacrylonitrile 

12 wt%; dimethylformamide 88 wt% and polyethersulfone 18 wt% and 

dimethylformamide 82 wt% solutions were heated at 60-65°C over night; 

polysulfone 18 wt% and dimethylformamide 82 wt%; polyvinylidenfluoride (PVDF 

900) 10 wt% and N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone  90 wt% solutions were heated at 80°C 

over night prior to casting. The non-woven polyester was 100 μm thick and the 

casting knife was fixed at 100 μm thickness. 

They were dip coated with 0.6–1.9 wt% silylated cellulose solutions in THF and 

dried with briefly hot air. The dried membrane was then immersed in 1 M 

hydrochloric acid aqueous solution for 15–30 min to regenerate the cellulose. The 

1 M hydrochloride acid was prepared from 36.5% to 38.0% hydrochloride acid 

purchased from Alfa Aesar®. 
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Figure 5. Flat sheet membrane machine at KAUST 

 

 

3.2.2. Cellulose Membranes from Solutions in Ionic Liquid 

The unmodified cellulose was dissolved in the ionic liquid [C2mim]OAc, at 60 °C 

during 24 h. The cellulose concentration was 2, 5 and 10 and 14 wt %. The solutions 

were then cast after cooling down to 23 °C, with the doctor blade adjusted to 

150 μm gap, on asymmetric porous supports (PAN, PEI, PSU or PVDF) and polyester 

nonwoven, respectively, or directly on glass plates. After casting, the membranes 

were immersed for 2–4 h in deionized water to induce phase separation and dried 

in air. 
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3.2.2.1. Preparation of multilayer membranes with polyamide selective layer 

Thin film composite membranes with a selective polyamide layer were prepared 

using interfacial polymerization (IP)151 with m-phenylenediamine and trimesoyl 

chloride as reactants in aqueous and organic phase, respectively. The 

polymerization was directly performed on asymmetric porous supports or on 

cellulose membranes prepared as described in Section 3.2.1. 

 

3.2.3. Fouling Evaluation of Cellulose Membranes 

The preparation of cellulose membranes from solutions in ionic liquid is described 

in Section 3.2.2. Briefly, unmodified cellulose was dissolved in ionic liquid at 60°C 

constantly stirring for 24 hours. Cellulose concentration was 2 %, 5 % and 10 wt 

 %. Solution was then casted onto polysulfone (PSU) porous support backed up with 

polyester nonwoven fabric with the casting rod having 150 μm thicknesses. 

Membranes were immediately immersed in water bath to induce phase inversion 

for approximately 2-4 hours and air dried.  

 

3.2.4. Oil-Water Separation by Cellulose Membrane 

The preparation of cellulose membranes from solutions in ionic liquid is described 

in Section 3.2.2. Briefly, unmodified cellulose was dissolved in ionic liquid at 60°C 

constantly stirring for 24 hours. Cellulose concentration was 2 %, 5 % and 10 wt %. 
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Solution was then casted onto polysulfone (PSU) porous support backed up with 

polyester nonwoven fabric with the casting rod having 150 μm thicknesses. 

Membranes were immediately immersed in water bath to induce phase inversion 

for approximately 2-4 hours and air dried.  

 

3.3. Experimental Methods of Characterization 

3.3.1. Chemical Characterization  

The functional groups of unmodified cellulose, silylated cellulose and regenerated 

cellulose as well as a non-modified support were analyzed by attenuated total 

reflectance mode (ATR) using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

Perkin Elmer Spectrometer. The number of scans for each sample was 16 with the 

resolution of 4 cm−1, conducted at room temperature using the ATR unit with a 

nominal incident angle of 45°. 1H NMR spectrum was recorded on Bruker Avance III 

400 MHz spectrometer using CCl3D as a solvent. 

 

3.3.2. Morphological Characterization  

For the surface and cross-section membrane characterization FEI Nova Nano 630, 

FEI Magellan, FEI Quanta 200 or 600 field emission scanning electron microscopes 

(FESEM) were used. To reduce surface charging, the samples were coated with 
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either iridium or platinum inside K575X or Q150ES (Quorum technologies, UK) 

sputter coaters. 

Cryo SEM experiments were carried out using a PP2000T cryo transfer system 

(Quorum Technologies, UK) attached to a FEI on Nova Nano 630 SEM with field 

emission source and through-the-lens detector. To examine the top surface or cross 

section morphology of membranes, the samples (approximately 2 mm×5 mm) were 

mounted either flat onto an aluminum stub using aluminum tape or vertically inside 

slot and secured mechanically between two parallel jaws. The stub was then 

secured on the cryo specimen holder, rapidly plunged into the liquid nitrogen slush 

and transferred under vacuum into a PP2000T cryo preparation chamber precooled 

at −180 °C. To obtain fractured surface of membrane cross section, the sample 

temperature was raised to −150 °C and the top part of the vertically mounted 

membrane was hit with a knife precooled at −150 °C. In order to remove residual ice 

contamination and further reveal the structure of the surface and the fractured 

plane, samples were sublimed inside the SEM chamber at −90 °C. To avoid charging 

problems, samples were transferred back to the preparation chamber and sputter 

coated with 5 nm thick platinum in an argon atmosphere at −150 °C. The samples 

were then transferred back to SEM cryo stage, held at −130 °C, and high quality SEM 

images were captured. In all cases, the imaging was performed using an accelerating 

voltage of 2–3 kV and working distance of 5 mm. 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) image was obtained using a 5500 Scanning Probe 

Microscope (5500 SPM, Agilent Technologies, USA) in tapping mode. The cantilever 
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had force constant of 0.5–9.5 N/m (NANOSENSORS), resonance frequency 45 kHz to 

115 kHz and was Pt/Ir-coated on tip and detector side. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images of cellulose coated membranes 

and non-modified polysulfone membranes after oil solution filtration were obtained 

using Spirit Bio Twin (FEI Company) microscope operating at 120 k with camera 

Eagle 4K (FEI Company) . Membranes were gently rinsed and freeze dried for 24 

hours after filtration to preserve the structure. Afterwards they were embedded in 

an epoxy resin EMBed-812 (EMS) and cured at 60 °C for 24 hours. Ultrathin sections 

of 120 nm thickness of the embedded membranes were prepared using 

ultramicrotome (Leica EM UC6) equipped with a diamond knife Ultra 45°(Diatome). 

The thin slices were placed on a copper grid and imaged in TEM. 

 

3.3.3. Surface Characterization 

Surface zeta potential, zeta potential of the solution and particle size was obtained 

using Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS that incorporates dynamic light scattering, 

electrophoresis and static light scattering. The sample of 0.5 mm2 was placed on a 

membrane holder which was inserted in the instrument. Various pH ranging from 3-

11 were examined with each measurement taking up to 30 minutes. The pH was 

adjusted manually each time. Besides the streaming potential of the membranes, 

zeta potential of the feeds itself was measured with the same instrument.  
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Zeta potential of the aqueous solutions was measured using disposable folded 

capillary cell to avoid any contamination. Measurement is based on electrophoretic 

light scattering. The experiment had three runs each repeating 100 times and the 

average was taken into account.  Particle size was measured using disposable 12 

mm square polystyrene cuvettes. 

 

3.3.4. Permeance Measurement 

Water permeances of non-modified PAN, PEI, PSU asymmetric porous supports and 

cellulose multilayer membranes were measured using a dead-end set-up at 5 bar, 

with effective membrane area of 14.6 cm2 and using Milli-Q® water as the feed.  

Cross flow set up   

For humic acid experiment, a cross flow set up was used. The membrane (4.1 cm2 

area) was placed in a stainless steel cell. A gear pump was used to apply a constant 

pressure of 3.5 bars unless stated otherwise, controlled with valve. The gear pump 

suction speed was kept constant at 1300 ml/min. The permeate was collected in a 

glass beaker placed on a balance, connected to a computer, which continuously 

collected the data (Figure 6). An ice bath was used to keep the humic acid solution at 

room temperature if needed (23°C). 
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Figure 6. Cross-flow set-up 

 

Dead end set up 

For the oil in water separation experiment, a dead end set up was used. Membranes 

were placed in stainless steel cell and connected with tubing to the nitrogen gas 

cylinder, while 5 bars pressure was used for all experiments. Permeates were 

collected in a beaker and analyzed immediately. Continuous stirring was used inside 

the stainless steel cells with oil in water emulsion (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Dead-end set-up 

 

3.3.5. Rejection Measurement and Permeate Characterization  

To measure the molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of the membranes, PEG solutions 

(0.1 wt % single solutions or 0.5 wt % of a mixture of 5 PEG molecular weights) 

were used as feed in dead-end filtration experiments at 5 bars with an effective 

membrane area of approximately 14.6 cm2. The chosen PEG molecular weights were 

200, 1500, 3000, 6000, 10,000, 35,000, 100,000 and 300,000 g mol−1. The solute 

rejection was calculated from the concentrations of the solute in the feed and 

permeate, analyzed by GPC. 
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Gel permeation chromatographs for the determination of molecular weight cut-off 

(MWCO) were measured using the GPC System-Agilent 1200 Series. The GPC/SEC 

columns were used together, Agilent PL aquagel OH 60 8 μm and Agilent PL aquagel 

OH 40 8 μm. Columns were calibrated with polyethylene oxide/glycol EasiVial 

PEG/PEO (4 ml), the standard for SEC. Three EasiVial PEG/PEO standards for 

Agilent gel-permeation chromatography cover the molecular range from 106 gmol−1 

to 1,258,000 gmol−1. 

Rejections were calculated by the following equation; 

 𝑅 = (1 − 𝐶𝑝/𝐶𝑓)𝑥 100 %                                                                                                            (3)                                                                                                                                                                              

where Cp and Cf are final solute concentrations in permeate and feed, respectively. 

The MWCO is defined as the smallest molecular weight with 90% rejection. 

Salt rejection was measured for selected membranes, with 2000 ppm sodium 

chloride solution used as feed in a dead-end set-up under pressure of 5 bars with 

effective membrane area of 14.6 cm2. The salt concentration was evaluated by 

measuring conductivity with WTW ProfiLine Cond 3310 equipment. The feed initial 

volume was 300 mL; the permeation was conducted for 30 min before collecting 

samples for conductivity measurement. 
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3.3.6. Fouling Characterization  

3.3.6.1. Extent of Fouling (Humic acid, BSA and γ-globulin) 

BSA and γ-globulin were dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 10 X solution. 

Firstly, PBS was prepared in PBS: water ratio (1:10), following preparation of 1 

mg/mL BSA solution and 1 mg/mL γ-globulin solution. As prepared solutions were 

used right away as foulant solutions in a cross flow set up (3.5 bar pressure, 1300 

ml/min suction speed) for fouling resistance tests.  

Secondly 100 mg/L of humic acid (Suwannee River Humic Acid) was prepared and 

tested in aforementioned conditions, respectively. 

Experiments with humic acid were performed in a cross flow set up described 

earlier. In short, pure water permeance was measured for 2, 5 and 10 % cell/ionic 

liquid membranes until steady state was reached. After that, the pure water feed 

was replaced with humic acid feed and humic and the permeance was measured for 

several hours . Permeate was collected in a beaker standing on the balance for 

continuous data collection. Humic acid feed was inside the ice box for controlled 

temperature experiment. Tubing and cell were cleaned each day to prevent 

accumulation of humics with removing the membrane and thoroughly cleaning 

inside the cell. 
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3.3.7. Oil-Water Separation 

3.3.7.1. Extent of Fouling in Experiments with Oil in Water Emulsion and Real 

Produced Water 

Membranes prepared from solutions in ionic liquid were first tested with pure 

water, followed by oil-in-water emulsion, prepared by mixing water and crude oil; 

feed, permeate and retentate were collected for further analysis. The cell was filled 

with 150 ml of oil in water emulsion and 75 ml was collected as permeate. Without 

taking out the membrane, the cell was rinsed with water, refilled with pure water 

and the flux was measured again.  The flux was measured as functions of time, by 

weighting the amount of permeate on a balance. To observe any visible adsorption, 

the membrane was taken out from the cell, rinsed with water.    

For each experiment, membranes prepared from 2, 5 and 10 % cell/ionic liquid 

solutions were used. Testing was performed with three different surfactants and 

three different pH values ranging from neutral, acid and basic. The oil 

concentrations used were 200, 500 and 1000 ppm. Surfactants were added in 1:10 

ratio in accordance to the oil. Sodium chloride was added in 80 g/L concentration, if 

not stated differently. The emulsion was mechanically mixed in a laboratory blender 

for 180 seconds twice. 

An experiment was performed also with real produced water received from a 

petrochemical partner. 
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A cross-flow experiment was conducted with membranes prepared with 2, 5 and 10 

wt % cellulose in ionic liquid now using samples of real produced water as feed. 

Membranes were placed in a stainless steel cell (4.1 cm2 area) and connected with 

the tubing to the feed and the inlet that was recycled back to the feed. A gear pump 

was used to apply a constant pressure of 3.5 bars. The gear pump suction speed was 

kept constant at 1300 ml/min. The permeate was collected in a glass beaker placed 

on a balance connected to a computer (Figure 8).  

 

 

Figure 8. Cross-flow experiment. Legend: (1) Feed tank; (2) Thermostatic bath (if needed); (3) Gear 
pump; (4) Membrane module; (5) Pressure gauge; (6) Valve; (7) Retentate return; (8) Permeate 

collection with electronic balance and (9) Computer for data collection. 
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3.3.7.1.1. Turbidity 

Turbidity was measured using a 2100Q HACH portable turbidimeter, which 

measures turbidity in NTU units of produced water feeds and permeates. The device 

is compliant with USEPA Method 180.1 design criteria.  

 

3.3.7.1.2. Oil in Water Analysis 

To assess the oil-water separation ability of cellulose membranes, oil concentration 

(ppm) in the feed, permeate and the retentate was evaluated using HD 1000 oil-in-

water analyzer.  

The HD 1000 analyzer for oil in water measurement has a probe, which gives 

spectral analysis and laser induced fluorescence in real time measurement to obtain 

oil concentration in relation to water. When exposed to UV or low blue light, the 

aromatic hydrocarbons in oil absorb and emit light in different wavelengths which 

helps to evaluate the amount of oil present in water. Spectroscopy was used to 

differentiate between several types of oils. 

Concentration of oil in the feed and permeate was used to calculate oil rejection 

using equation (3) mentioned in Chapter 3.3.5. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Cellulose Modification by Silanization/Regeneration 

Cellulose can be hardly dissolved in common solvents due to strong hydrogen bonds 

and crystallinity. For the manufacture of multilayer membranes, by dip coating, a 

solvent is needed, which dissolves the coating polymer without damaging the 

substrate. However the application of cellulose coating for multilayer membranes 

has been hindered by the lack of solvent for cellulose, which would not damage the 

morphology of the porous polymeric support. Preliminary results using the silylated 

cellulose method have been previously mentioned only in a patent of our group.152 

Silylation protects the hydroxyl groups, inhibiting H-bond formation, making the 

polymer hydrophobic and soluble in apolar solvents. After the coating cellulose can 

be easily regenerated to its original form by acid hydrolysis.  

Multilayer membranes were obtained by dip coating of asymmetric porous 

polymeric supports based on PSU, PEI, PAN and PVDF. PVDF is the most 

hydrophobic membrane, followed by PSU, PAN and PEI, respectively. The MWCO in 

the range of ultrafiltration are usually prepared by phase inversion from solutions 

in polar solvents like DMAc, DMF or NMP. Deposition of a second polymer layer is an 

important method for preparing nanofiltration, forward osmosis or gas separation 

membranes. Cellulose is soluble in DMAc/LiCl, however this would also solubilize or 

at least damage most of the mentioned polymeric supports. When silylated, cellulose 
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becomes apolar and soluble in hexane or THF, which do not affect commonly used 

polymeric supports. After coating, the cellulose can be regenerated to its hydrophilic 

and less soluble original form by acid treatment (Scheme 2). 

 

 

Scheme 2. Silylation and regeneration of cellulose 

 

The success of different steps of silylation and regeneration were proven by 

spectroscopic methods of characterization. Non-modified microcrystalline cellulose 

and silylated cellulose as well as the cellulose regenerated by acid treatment were 

characterized by ATR-FTIR. The FTIR spectra in Figure 9 indicates the structural 

changes of the pristine cellulose into trimethylsilylcellulose due to the etherification 

with OH groups substituted by O–Si(CH3)3 groups. The peaks for the substituted 
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groups that reflect the valence vibrations in the trimethylsilyl cellulose can be seen 

at 760 cm−1, 1260 cm−1 (Si(CH3)3) and 850 cm−1 (Si–C). The peaks representing the 

deformation vibrations can be identified at 970 cm−1 (Si–O) and 1470 cm−1 (SiCH3). 

Characteristic absorption band associated to the OH valence vibration at ~3500 

cm−1 is much lower in the silylated trimethylsilylcellulose, but some unreacted OH 

group still remained. 

 

 

Figure 9. FTIR spectra of non-modified microcrystalline cellulose (black), TMS-cellulose (blue) and 

regenerated cellulose (red); inset: expanded spectra at low wavelength range. 

 

Regeneration of OH groups after treatment by HCl is proven by the increase of the 

broad band at 3400 cm−1, which is related to OH stretching vibration. The peak has 
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higher intensity than for the pristine cellulose, indicating the regeneration of 

cellulose. A band at 2900 cm−1 is due to the CH stretching vibration. In the case of 

amorphous cellulose this band would be shifted or not present. 

The silanization was confirmed by NMR 1H (Figure 10). The most obvious shift is the 

appearance of the peak at 0.21 ppm, which refers to the proton in the methyl group 

in the trimethylsilyl structure. The peak at 1.25 ppm is relative to the silane with the 

methyl groups. A group of peaks with lower intensity from 3.18 ppm to 3.48 ppm 

are typical shifts for the anhydroglucose unit. Chemical shifts detected at 2.08 ppm, 

2.94 ppm and 3.08 ppm are most likely from DMAc used in the preparation of 

silylated cellulose. 

 

Figure 10. NMR 1H spectrum of trimethylsilyl cellulose (silylated cellulose). 
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The contact angles for non-modified porous supports and those coated by 

regenerated silyl cellulose are shown in Table 1. For the latter the value is 32.6°, 

clearly lower than that of unmodified porous supports. However the contact angle is 

still higher than for coatings obtained by dissolving cellulose in ionic liquid. This 

could indicate that the cellulose is not completely regenerated, still containing some 

rest of silyl hydrophobic groups on the surface, which can however not be detected 

by FTIR. 

 

Table 1. Contact angle of investigated membranes. 

Membrane Contact Angle (o) 

PSU 86.0 ± 1.6 

PEI 73.0 ± 7.9 

PAN 51.2 ± 0.5 

1 wt% Cellulose (regenerated)/ PAN 32.6 ± 0.4 

1 wt% Cellulose (regenerated)/ PAN/IP 62.7 ± 0.8 

2 wt% Cellulose/ [C2mim]OAc/ Nonwoven 26.1 ± 1.8 
2 wt% Cellulose/ [C2mim]OAc/ PEI 25.7 ± 0.9 

2 wt% Cellulose/ [C2mim]OAc/ PSU 22.0 ± 1.8 

 

The surface morphology indicating order and possible crystallization of the 

regenerated cellulose layer coating is visible in Figure 11 a. To confirm it, X-ray 

experiments were conducted. The diffractograms of cellulose before the silylation 

and after the regeneration are shown in Figure 11 b and c, respectively. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#t0005
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Figure 11. Surface FESEM image and X-ray diffractograms of (a) dry polyacrylonitrile porous 

membrane coated with 1 wt% silylated cellulose in THF, followed by regeneration with acid 

treatment; X-Ray diffractograms of (b) unmodified cellulose and (c) regenerated cellulose. 

 

Cellulose can exist in six different cellulose polymorphs, which can be 

interconverted.153 Cellulose I is commonly found in native cellulose. Cellulose IIII or 

IIIII can be obtained by treatment of cellulose I or II with liquid ammonia while 

cellulose IVI and IVII are observed by heating cellulose IIII or IIIII, respectively. 

Crystallinity was confirmed in all cases. The angles corresponding to the peak 

maximum in different diffractograms are shown in Table 2. For each case the 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#t0010
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probable polymorph was identified, based on previous cellulose characterization 

reports.154 The cellulose coating prepared by silylation and treatment with acid is 

probably polymorph type II, following the same pattern reported before for 

cellulose regenerated by other procedures.116, 124, 154 

 

Table 2. Cellulose diffractogram and polymorphs. 

Material and/or Membrane 2θ Cellulose polymorph 

 1st Peak 2st Peak 3st Peak  

Non-modified cellulose 14 o 16 o 22 o I 
Regenerated cellulose 12 o 20 o 22 o II 
Cellulose/[C2mim]OAc 12 o 20 o 22 o II 

 

The performance of regenerated cellulose membranes, prepared from silylated 

cellulose on PAN asymmetric porous supports, can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 12, 

including rejection of PEG with different molecular weights and water permeance. 

The thickness of coating layer was increased with higher cellulose concentration in 

THF, consequently reduced the water permeability and MWCO, but increased salt 

and PEG rejection. Higher cellulose concentrations led to thicker coatings of lower 

water permeances. The lowest MWCO was 5000 gmol-1, reached with 1.6 wt % 

cellulose in THF, corresponding to a water permeance of 8.1 L m−2 h−1 bar−1. 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#t0015
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Table 3. Performance of membranes prepared from silylated cellulose/THF solution on PAN porous 

support, followed by regeneration in acid. 

Coating solution 
(wt% Cellulose in 

THF) 

Coating 
thickness a 

(μm) 

Water permeance 
(L m-2 h-1 bar-1) 

MWCO 
(g mol-1) 

NaCl Rejectionb 
(%) 

0 0 102.5 90,000 0 

0.6 0.3 28.1 ± 0.6 47,000 1.8 

1.0 1.0 16.8 ± 2.7 10,000 2.2 

1.6 1.8 8.1 ± 0.3 5,000 3.1 

1.9 2.0 5.7 ± 1.4 5,000 9.1 
a Estimated from FESEM; b 2000 ppm NaCl as feed solution 

 

 

Figure 12. PEG rejections of cellulose membranes prepared by coating with different concentrations 
of silylated cellulose on PAN porous supports, followed by regeneration with acid solutions: (a) 

cellulose coating and (b) cellulose coating with polyamide layer. 

 

In part of the membranes, a top polyamide selective layer was formed on the 

cellulose coating by interfacial polymerization. For comparison, the interfacial 

polymerization was also performed directly on the porous PAN and PVDF supports 

without cellulose. The morphology of the polyamide layer directly on the porous 
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supports is respectively shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 and on cellulose is shown 

in Figure 15.  A clear difference was observed, depending on the substrate. 

 

 

Figure 13. Surface (FESEM image) of a dry (a) PAN porous membranes and (b, c) the same membrane 
coated with polyamide by interfacial polymerization: (b) dry and (c) cryo images of wet membranes. 
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Figure 14. Surface (FESEM image) of (a) PVDF porous membranes and (b, c) the same membrane 
coated with polyamide by interfacial polymerization: (b) dry and (c) cryo images of wet 

polyamide/PVDF membrane. 

 

The images in Figure 13 and Figure 14 also reveal the effect of the support on the 

morphology of the interfacial polymerized layer. PVDF is more hydrophobic and has 

larger and more scattered pores, while PAN is hydrophilic and has higher density of 

smaller pores. The polyamide layer is more homogenous with smaller nodules when 

prepared on PAN. The influence of the porous support on the polyamide layer has 

been pointed out before by Li et al. 118, Ghosh et al.155 and Pacheco et al..156 The 

dense (non-porous) areas of the membranes locally obstruct the growth of the 
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interfacial polymerized layer, while the contact between organic and aqueous phase 

is favored through the pores. Yeh et al.157 explained that large pores during the 

interfacial polymerization lead to a rapid transport of amine from the aqueous 

phase, filling the membrane pores, and the organic phase to react with trimesoyl 

chloride. Convection due to Marangoni effect leads then to turbulent mixture of 

monomers and formation of larger globules. 

Interfacial polymerization was also performed on a membrane coated with 

cellulose. Well-distributed small pockets were seen in Figure 15 a, b. A significant 

difference was observed between images obtained for the dry membrane with 

regular SEM and the wet membrane by cryo microscopy. The wet multilayer 

membrane has a more swollen polyamide layer (Figure 15 c, d) indicating that 

water is kept below it. The polyamide thin film layer seems to be less adhered to the 

substrate in the case of regenerated cellulose support. In addition, the polyamide 

thin film is smoother than those on PAN and PVDF porous supports (Figure 

13, Figure 14 and Figure 15). The reason for the unexpected morphology observed 

in Figure 15 c can be understood as following. The cellulose layer on the porous 

support probably absorbs and better holds the amine solution during the interfacial 

polymerization process. The diffusion of amine from the cellulose layer to the 

organic phase is gentler, resulting in a smoother polyamide thin film layer. When the 

interfacial polymerization is conducted on a hydrophobic support with large pores, 

like the PVDF membranes shown in Figure 14, there is a turbulent amine transport 

into the organic phase to react with trimesoyl chloride and immediately form a 

rough polyamide layer. The probable mechanism for the thin polyamide layer 
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formation on substrates of different porosity is illustrated in Figure 16, based in a 

model proposed by Li et al..158 Additionally the swelling of the highly hydrophilic 

cellulose layer itself with water might also affect the cryo image in Figure 15.158 

 

 

Figure 15. FESEM images of membranes prepared by interfacial polymerization on asymmetric 
porous polyacrylonitrile supports coated with 1 wt% regenerated cellulose: (a) cross section and (b, 

c, d) surface images of (a, b) dry and (c, d) cryo wet membranes. 
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Figure 16. Thin polyamide layer formed by interfacial polymerization on supports of different 
porosities: (a) PAN, (b) PVDF and (c) cellulose coating on porous PAN.  Membrane soaked in diamine 
aqueous solution (yellow) in contact to trimesoyl chloride organic solution (green). Right: Probable 

water permeation path. (Adapted from reference158) 

 

Table 4 summarizes the permeances, MWCO and NaCl rejections of multilayer 

membranes prepared with cellulose and polyamide. The rejection of PEG molecules 

with molecular weight of 200 g mol−1 was higher than 90% for all membranes. A 5-

fold increase of water permeance was observed when introducing a thin cellulose 

layer, keeping the MWCO below 200 g mol−1, but with much lower salt rejection 

(only 5.4 %). This kind of membrane could be useful for separation of mixed 

organic/inorganic waste streams in pharmaceutical, food and agrochemical 

industries. For instance in biotechnology, reactions or treatments using micro-

organisms in many cases requires salt removal, since they cannot withstand the 

osmotic pressure caused by high salt concentration.159 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#t0020
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Table 4. Water permeance of membranes constituted by layers of interfacial polymerized polyamide 

on regenerated cellulose and on PAN porous support.  

Coating solution 
(wt% Cellulose in THF) 

Water permeance 
(L m-2 h-1 bar-1) 

MWCO 
(g mol-1) 

NaCl Rejectiona 
(%) 

0 0.6 ± 0.7 < 200 58 ± 22 

0.6 3.2 ± 0.8 < 200 5.4 ± 0.4 

1.0 1.7 ± 0.1 < 200 19 ± 1 

1.6 1.4 ± 0.2 < 200 36 ± 3 

1.9 1.1 ± 0.1 < 200 82 ± 6 

 

A significant improvement of salt rejection was obtained with a thicker cellulose 

interlayer (coating solution concentration 1.9 wt %). In this case the salt rejection 

was 41 % higher and at the same time the water permeance was 83 % higher than 

when the polyamide layer prepared directly on PAN. Also the reproducibility was 

higher. It is important to note that this comparison was done using the same 

monomers, same PAN support and under the same preparation conditions. 

Changing the support, monomers and/or further optimization of the interfacial 

polymerization preparation conditions might lead to other tuned salt rejection and 

permeance values. 

The reason for the larger permeance with cellulose interlayer might be the 

following. In the case of polyamide cast directly on porous supports (Figure 

13 and Figure 14) probably only the part of the layer forming pockets or globular 

nodules coming out of the pores will be available for water transport. The areas of 
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the polyamide layer between the pores are strongly adhered to the PVDF or PAN 

dense surface and are practically impermeable to water. The hydrophilic cellulose 

swells with water, which can then freely permeate the whole polyamide layer above 

it without restrictions (Figure 16, right). The effective total area for water 

permeation is therefore larger with the cellulose layer. 

 

4.2. Cellulose Membranes from Solutions in Ionic Liquid  

 The second method chosen for the preparation of cellulose membranes was based 

on the dissolution of cellulose in ionic liquids and does not require additional 

solvents other than [C2mim]OAc and water as coagulation bath. For this reason the 

method can be considered greener than method 1 or any other processes involving 

cellulose dissolution in aggressive solvents. The cross sections of multilayer 

cellulose membranes prepared on PSU is shown in Figure 17. Thicknesses of 0.4–

5.6 μm were obtained by coating cellulose/[C2mim]OAc solutions with different 

concentrations on asymmetric porous supports. Thicker cellulose membranes were 

prepared directly on polyester nonwoven. High magnification of the cellulose 

coating (Figure 17 c) image shows a regular structuration parallel to the surface. 

FESEM and AFM images of the coating surface prepared from cellulose/[C2mim]OAc 

solutions are shown in Figure 18. The surface is slightly different from regenerated 

silyl cellulose prepared by Method 1. The corresponding X-ray diffractogram is also 

depicted in Figure 17, confirming the crystallinity of the cellulose coating. Peaks 

appear in the same scattering angles, indicating that the same form of cellulose, i.e. 
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cellulose polymorph II predominates in both regenerated celluloses from the 

silylation process and the dissolution in ionic liquid. Amorphous cellulose has a 

broad peak with a maximum around 20–22°.160 There is an overlap of the broad 

amorphous peak and the sharper one for the crystalline form II in this region at 20°. 

Similar is observed for the regenerated cellulose obtained by silylation and acid 

treatment. However, the peak for the regenerated silyl cellulose at 20° is broader 

than for that obtained for coatings from dissolved cellulose in ionic liquid, indicating 

lower crystallinity, smaller crystallites and/or non-uniformity within the 

crystallites. Cellulose crystallites are normally small (<5 nm), the exact 

determination of the crystal lattice by X-ray diffractogram is not always possible and 

the degree of crystallinity might have a large variation for the same sample.161, 162 
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Figure 17. Cross section (FESEM) images of membranes prepared from (a) 2, (b) 5 and (c) 10 wt % 
cellulose solutions in [C2mim]OAc by casting on polysulfone asymmetric porous supports and 

immersion in water. 
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Figure 18. X-Ray diffractogram of cellulose after dissolution in [C2mim]OAc and immersion in water; 
inset: AFM and FESEM images of coating surfaces prepared with 5 wt % cellulose/[C2mim]OAc 

solution. 

 

The contact angles of coatings obtained from cellulose/[C2mim]OAc solutions were 

22.0–26.1°, lower than for regenerated silyl cellulose (5), confirming the total 

availability of OH groups for interaction with water. 

The performance of membranes prepared from cellulose/[C2mim]OAc solutions is 

summarized in Table 5 and Figure 19. The increase of cellulose concentration 

resulted in lower MWCO with simultaneous reduction of the water permeance and 

increase of coating thickness. PSU as a porous support led to the highest water 

permeance and lowest MWCO. 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#t0005
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0376738815004202#t0025
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Table 5. Water permeance and solute rejection for multilayer membranes prepared from 

Cellulose/[C2mim]OAc. 

Coating solution 
(%) Cellulose in / 

[C2mim]OAc) 

Support Thickness of cellulose 
layer (μm)a 

Water 
permeance 

(L m-2 h-1 bar-1) 

Rejection of 
PEO 

100 Kg mol-1 

(%) 

MWCO 
(g mol-1)b 

0 PSU 0 (1.1 ± 0.2) x 103 100 92,000 

2 PSU 0.4 262.9 ± 3.9 95 81,000 

5 PSU 0.9 25.6 ± 0.3 95 60,000 

10 PSU 2.3 13.8 ± 1.0 100 3,000 

0 PEI 0 (1.3  ± 0.2) x 103 48 275,000 

5 PEI 0.7 9.9 ± 0.1 100 67,000 

10 PEI 3.9 1.75 ± 0.05 100 7,000 

5 Polyester 
no-woven 

3.5 11.4 ± 0.9 97 46,000 

10 Polyester 
no-woven 

6.8 1.2 ± 0.05 100 5,000 

aEstimated by FESEM (Figure 12). bPEO with MW 100 kg mol−1. cEstimated by GPC data from Figure 

18. 
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Figure 19. PEG rejections of cellulose membranes prepared from solution in [C2mim]OAc coated on 
PSU and PEI porous supports or directly on polyester nonwoven. 

 

4.2.1. Stability of Cellulose/Ionic Liquid Membranes in Organic Solvents 

One of the advantages of cellulose is the lack of solubility in water and most of the 

organic solvents. To investigate the solvent resistivity of cellulose membranes 

prepared with ionic liquid via phase inversion, we immersed regenerated cellulose 

coatings obtained from 5 wt % and 10 wt % solutions in [C2mim]OAc without any 

support in THF, hexane, DMF, NMP and DMAc for 1 h, 12 h, 24 h and for one week 

and the weight loss was measured by measuring the weight before and after the 

experiment. The membranes showed no visible change and no weight loss, 

indicating that the cellulosic membranes are resistant in these solvents. 

These membranes have potential use in solvent filtration and separation. The 

challenge would be to use the support that will not be dissolved in harsh organic 
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solvents. In that case membranes would be prepared on non-woven polyester 

support or self-standing without any support which in that case, would require less 

robust cell to measure the separation efficiency or usage of mechanical support 

during the filtration. 

Based on these findings, pristine cellulose membranes could be a potentially 

valuable in the field of solvent filtration.  

 

4.3. Fouling Evaluation of Cellulose Membranes  

 In this chapter we report the results of testing membranes with model foulants. 

Since cellulose membranes have a large number of OH and smooth surface and 

predominantly negative charge in wide range of pH, the expectation is that the 

resistance to fouling would be high. 

Membranes were tested with Suwanee River Humic Acid (SRHA), as a main foulant 

model, together with commonly used proteins bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 

gamma globulin to investigate resistivity. After cross flow experiment with humic 

acid, no obvious permeance decline was noticed, as compared to commercial 

membranes, which after had a severe decline (Figure 22, 23, 24).   

Most common used and explored foulants in the literature are bovine serum 

albumin, gamma globulin, polysaccharides and humic or fulvic acids163. Humic acid 

is found in wastewater, sea water, fresh water and brackish water is in very low 

concentration 0.1 mgL-1 – 20 mgL-1, but it presents 50-80 % of the dissolved natural 
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organic matter in the aquatic systems. We chose Suwanee River Humic acid as a 

foulant model, commonly used in the literature for this purpose, due to its purity 

(no fulvic acid or ashes). The fouling tendency of the humics is due to their ability to 

bind divalent salts, e.g. calcium that forms a bridge between the membrane and 

humic. Nyström et al. (1996)164 showed that humics were most harmful in 

membranes that were positively charged and containing alumina or silica.  

Schäfer et al. (2000)165 studied the effect of solution chemistry and concentration 

polarization on the morphology of the humic acid  fouling layer on MF membranes. 

They reported irreversible fouling on all the membranes, when high calcium 

concentration was present in the feed. They showed that the hydrophobic part of 

the humic acid was deposited favorably on the membrane surface. They also 

demonstrated that calcium-humate complexes caused the highest flux decline due to 

the compactable floc-like structures. Zydney et al. (1999)166 pointed out the 

importance of humic agglomerates on the fouling.  

Kabsch-Korbutowicz et al. (1999)167 demonstrated that the most hydrophilic 

membrane tested, regenerated cellulose, prepared in a different way than in this 

work, had the least proneness to fouling by humic acid and  that the presence of 

mineral salts e.g. calcium intensifies the rate of fouling. 

Tu et al. (2001)168 showed that more negatively charged, hydrophilic membrane are 

less prone to fouling due to the fewer interaction between the functional groups of 

the organics and the polar groups on the membrane surface.  
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Fouling by humic acid has been reported to be greatly promoted by low pH, high 

ionic strength, high calcium concentration and high foulant concentration.169-171 

 

4.3.1. Fouling Evaluation with Bovine Serum Albumin, Gamma Globulin and Humic 

Acid 

The membranes were first tested with 0.01 % BSA (1 gL-1) and γ-Globulin (1 gL-1), 

dissolved in PBS buffer and used fresh for each test (3.5 bar pressure, 1300 ml/min 

suction speed). Secondly in a separate experiment the membranes were tested with 

100 mg/L of aqueous humic, (Suwannee River Humic Acid) at pH 8. 

The membranes showed stable BSA permeance and high rejection (Figure 20, A 

Table 6). Thin cellulose coating showed higher flux recovery when compared to 

control polysulfone membrane (Figure 20 B). This indicates that the membrane 

would need only hydraulic backwash for cleaning.  
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Figure 20. A) BSA solution permeance (1 gL-1) for membranes prepared from 2 %, 5 %, 10 % and 14 
% cellulose/ionic liquid solutions.B) Flux recovery and BSA permeance for 2 wt % and control PSU 

membrane 

 

Table 6. Pure water permeance and rejection for BSA and gamma globulin for 2 %, 5 %, 10 % and 14 

% cellulose/ionic liquid membranes 

 

Cellulose 

coating 

Pure water 

permeance 

Lm-2h-1bar-1 

BSA 

(1 mg/mL) 

rejection 

γ-Globulin (1 

mg/mL) 

rejection 

2 wt % 70 72 % 100 % 

5 wt % 22 100 % 100 % 

10 wt % 5 100 % 100 % 

14 wt % 2 100 % 100 % 

 

A) 

B) 
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Figure 21. Humic acid structure (adapted from172) 

 

Humic acid (Figure 21), main component of humic substances, is a complex mixture 

of many acids and its main functional groups are phenolic and carboxylic.  It is a 

naturally oxidized molecule and this makes it mainly negatively charged. To 

investigate the membrane resistivity towards humic acid, cellulose membranes have 

been filtered with humic acid solution for several hours and compared to 

commercial PVDF and PSU as well as control PSU membrane. 
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Figure 22. Pure water permeance and water permeance in the presence of humic acid for membranes 
prepared from 2, 5 and 10 wt. % cellulose solutions 
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Figure 23.Water permeance in the presence of humic acids for commercial PVDF  and PSU 
membranes as well as PSU membranes prepared in our lab (control). 
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In Figure 22 the pure water permeance, water permeance with humic acid and 

recovered water permeance is presented for 2, 5 and 10 wt % cellulose membranes 

under the same condition for several hours.  

 

Figure 24.Pure water permeance and water permeance with humic acid for a membrane prepared 
from a 1 wt % cellulose solution 

 

Commercial membranes with similar MWCO, such as polyvinylidenflouride (PVDF) 

and polysulfone (PSU) were used as comparison or control throughout the 

experiments (Figure 23). These membranes showed severe flux decline and much 

lower recovery than that of 2 wt % (similar MWCO as PVDF) cellulose membranes. 

Cellulose membranes manifested no permeance reduction in the presence of humic 

acid when compared to the control membranes. Even thinner cellulose layer 

obtained with 1 wt % polymer coating showed no severe flux decline, when the 

humic acid was introduced in the water used as feed (Figure 24). 

At pH 8 humic acid has zeta potential of -26.3 ± 0.3 and cellulose membrane is 

negatively charged. Thus electrostatic repulsion will cause less severe humic 
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adsorption. PVDF is negatively charged membrane (KOCH) with large pore size (120 

kDa MWCO) and initial permeance of approximately 400 Lm-2h-1bar-1, PSU from 

SEPRO has 20 kDa MWCO and initial permeance around 200 Lm-2h-1bar-1 and PSU 

produced in our lab had MWCO of 90 kDa and initial permeance around 300 Lm-2h-

1bar-1. Higher initial flux will cause higher permeation drag force thus faster 

adsorption and internal pore blockage.  

 

4.4. Oil-Water Separation by Cellulose Membranes 

For the purpose of extracting crude oil from oil reservoir water is injected into the 

well in order to increase the reservoir pressure and drive the crude oil up to the 

from where it can pumped. This usually occurs in secondary and tertiary recovery. 

The method where water is used to pump out the oil is often referred to as the 

water flooding. 

Water injection provides additional pressure in the reservoir stimulating oil 

production and it pushes it towards the well.  The water used for flooding is 

commonly reused as “produced water”. Since it is solely not sufficient, other sources 

of so called “make-up” water are used, which can be seawater, aquifer water and 

river water.  

Produced water is frequently contaminated with various hydrocarbons, metals and 

salts, depending on their origin. Water injected in the well is most likely quite salty, 

giving that seawater is the most abundant choice especially for offshore refineries.  
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Salt concentration in produced water can be from several ppm to 300,000 ppm.67, 

173, 174 Salt exacerbates scaling and corrosion, causing problems in process 

equipment and piping. Presence of salt is practically inevitable in oil and gas 

industry. Sodium chloride was added in our tests with a concentration of 80 g/L to 

mimic real produced water conditions and to prepare solution that should promote 

more severe fouling to evaluate the performance of cellulose layer. 

Introduction of salt decreases the critical micelle concentration and also the 

partitioning of the surfactant between the two phases (oil/water). Salt can compress 

the electric double layer around particles or oil droplets in emulsions or on 

membrane surfaces.    

Fouling can be classified as reversible and irreversible, backwashable and non-

backwashable. Reversible fouling is due to partial pore blockage and cake filtration, 

whilst irreversible fouling is due to the internal pore blockage and adsorption of 

foulants onto the membrane surface.62 Non-backwashable fouling cannot be 

removed with hydraulic backwash but it can be removed by chemical cleaning. On 

the other hand, irreversible fouling cannot be removed with chemical cleaning or 

any other method (backwash, flushing, wiping) and membrane will not recover its 

original permeability.59 

To assess the extent of fouling of cellulose membranes towards oil in water 

emulsions, the flux recovery ratio and the total flux loss or flux decay were 

calculated from equations (1) and (2) mentioned in Chapter 2.2. 
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The flux recovery ratio represents the amount of pure water permeance that can be 

recovered after testing the membrane with oil in water emulsion.  The flux decay 

ratio is the ratio between the pure water permeance and that of the emulsion, tested 

with the same membrane.   

Several factors affect the extent of fouling.  Charge characteristic is an important 

one. Foulant-foulant and membrane-foulant electrostatic and hydrophobic 

interactions are the main reason for adsorption or lack of that.  Besides fouling, 

concentration polarization can be a reason for the flux decline.   

Oil-water separation was carried out under constant pressure of 5 bars, 

investigating the effect of concentration, pH and surfactants on the oil removal when 

compared to the control polysulfone membranes. In Figure 25 a schematic 

illustration of the experiments is presented. Membranes were placed in stainless 

steel cell connected to the nitrogen gas cylinder under constant stirring. Firstly, pure 

water permeation was measured, followed by oil in water emulsion permeation. 

Finally pure water permeation was measured again. Between the measurements, 

the membranes were not removed; they were simply rinsed with water. 
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Figure 25. Oil-water filtration experiment 

 

Surfactants are widely used in the petroleum industry due to their ability to 

decrease the interfacial tension between water and oil, stabilizing emulsions and 

facilitating water intrusion in rock capillary pores. In order to prepare an emulsion 

where the size of oil droplets is less than 10 μm, the addition of surfactant is crucial. 

Surfactants are amphiphilic compounds constituted by a hydrophilic (water soluble) 

head and a hydrophobic (oil soluble) tail. 
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Three different surfactants were used, anionic sodium dodecylbenzylsulfonate 

(SDBS), cationic hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and neutral 

Polysorbate® 80 (Tween® 80) (Figure 26).  

 

 

 

Figure 26.Three surfactants used in the experiment: (a) sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonyl (SDBS); (b) 
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and (c) Polysorbate 80 (Tween 80)175 

 

The anionic surfactant contained an anionic benzenesulfonate group as head.  The 

cationic one contained quaternary ammonium and the neutral surfactant does not 

have a charged group.  
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Particle size analysis revealed that the oil in water emulsion stabilized by the 

anionic surfactant has droplets with size in a range of 1-2 μm, while those stabilized 

by cationic and non-ionic surfactants have droplets with size in range of 200-300 

nm and 200 nm, respectively.  

Droplet sizes and the average zeta potential of 200 ppm oil in water emulsions 

containing different surfactants at pH 4, 8 and 11 are shown in Table 7-9. 

 

Table 7. Droplet size and zeta potential of 200 ppm oil in water emulsion with SDBS at pH 4, 8 and 11. 

 200 SDBS pH 4 200 SDBS pH 8 200 SDBS pH 11 

Droplet size / nm 2425 ± 759.0 1619 ± 76 759 ± 136 

Zeta potential / mV -34 ± 9 -36 ± 4 -62 ± 2 

 

Table 8. Droplet size and zeta potential of 200 ppm oil in water emulsion with CTAB at pH 4, 8 and 

11. 

 200 CTAB pH 4 200 CTAB pH 8 200 CTAB pH 11 

Droplet size / nm 218 ± 6 315 ± 72 231 ± 12 

Zeta potential / mV 12.1 ± 0.3 -2 ± 1 -12 ± 4 

 

Table 9. Droplet size and zeta potential of 200 ppm oil in water emulsion with Tween 80 at pH 4, 8 

and 11. 

 200 TWEEN pH 4 200 TWEEN pH 8 200 TWEEN pH 11 

Droplet size / nm 210 ± 3 227 ± 11 214 ± 5 

Zeta potential / mV -4.3 ± 0.2 -4.7 ± 0.6 -2 ± 1 
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The larger droplet sizes detected with anionic surfactant reflect higher interface 

tension and a less stable emulsion, when compared to the other two surfactants. Oil-

in-water emulsions containing anionic surfactant were the least stable ones, having 

oil visually separated from water within 3 days of preparation. Emulsions 

containing cationic surfactant were stable for 7 days, while emulsions containing 

non-ionic surfactant were stable for several weeks.  

 

To investigate the stability of cellulose membrane in a broad range of pH, the 

prepared oil-in-water emulsions were characterized in at pH 4, 8 and 11.  

The change of pH might affect the membrane and the emulsion itself. Membrane 

functional groups might protonate and deprotonate over wide pH range, and so will 

the surfactant molecules in the emulsion, leading to different charge density values.  

Charge of the membrane and charge of the ions in the solution will cause either 

electrostatic repulsion or attraction, which will directly affect the performance of 

the membrane.  

The zeta potential of a membrane prepared from a 2 wt % cellulose solution and the 

zeta potential of surfactant-oil droplets in an emulsion containing 200 ppm crude oil 

and three surfactants are shown in Figure 27a and 27b. 
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Figure 27.(a) Zeta potential of a membrane prepared from 2 wt % cellulose solution, measured with 
water at different pH values and (b) Zeta potential of surfactant-oil droplets in water for an emulsion 

containing 200 ppm crude oil and 20 ppm SDBS, CTAB and Tween. 

 

 

Figure 28. Zeta potential 

 

When a charged particle or droplet is suspended in liquid, ions of opposite charge 

will be attracted to its surface. Cellulose membrane, having negative charge at high 

a) b) 
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pH will attract positive ions to bind to its surface. The first layer of ions close to the 

surface of the  membrane will be strongly bound (Stern layer) to it and ions that are 

further away will be more loosely bounded, forming what is called a diffuse layer.176  

The layer of counter-ions next to the Stern layer is still relatively strongly bounded 

to the surface constituting the outer Helmholtz layer.  If the surface is moved, this 

ion layer would move with it and in a practical measurement, the zeta potential 

corresponds to the potential at this layer (Figure 28).  Changes in pH will change 

how strongly the ions and counter ions will be bounded to the surface, affecting the 

zeta potential.   

Similarly, the zeta potential of the surfactant-oil droplets depends on pH too. Low 

pH, favor a positive (or less negative) zeta potential; high pH favors a more negative 

zeta potential (Figure 27). 
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Figure 29. CTAB-oil droplet at low pH 

 

The surfactant molecules place themselves in the interface between the oil droplets 

and the water, with the hydrophobic tail penetrating the oil phase while the water 

soluble head remains in the contact with the water phase. A positively charged head  

attracts negative counter ions from the water phase, which then attract positive 

ions, determining the zeta potential (Figure 29). Similarly, negatively charged water 

soluble head of anionic surfactant will attract positive counter-ions from the 

aqueous phase, which then attract negative counter-ions, leading to a negative zeta 

potential, as depicted for SDBS-oil droplets in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30. SDBS-oil droplet at high pH 

 

At low pH, positively charged CTAB-oil droplets would be repelled by the positively 

charged membrane. The membrane becomes negative above pH 4.2. SDBS-oil 

droplets are negative in the whole investigated pH range and should be more 

effectively repelled as the pH is increased above 4.2. Droplets in emulsions 

containing non-ionic surfactants have zeta potential not far from zero (slightly 

negative) in the whole pH range. 

Membranes prepared from 2, 5 and 10 wt % cellulose solutions were investigated 

using oil in water emulsions with 200, 500 and 1000 ppm oil at pH values 4, 8 and 

11.  Representative results are chosen here. The performance of 5 wt % cellulose 

membrane is shown in terms of flux recovery in Figure 31. Low flux recovery 
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indicates higher adsorption onto the membrane surface and therefore more 

irreversible fouling. Filtration of emulsions containing anionic surfactant had the 

highest flux recovery, similar to those with non-ionic surfactant, whilst emulsions 

containing cationic surfactant had the least flux recovery. 

 

 

Figure 31. Flux recovery ratio for filtration of emulsions with SDBS, CTAB and Tween through 5 wt % 
cellulose membrane. 

 

The effect of different surfactant and oil concentration on permeance is shown in 

Figure 31 and Figure 32. 
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Figure 32. Emulsion permeance through 5 wt % cellulose membranes containing SDBS, CTAB and 
Tween and 200, 500 and 1000 ppm of crude oil at pH 8. 

 

Filtration at pH 4 and pH 11 showed similar trend. Filtration with SDBS had the 

least flux decline even at higher oil concentrations (Figure 32). This is consistent 

with the fact that the membrane has a negative zeta potential in the whole pH range 

above 4.2.   
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Figure 33. Emulsion permeance through 5 wt % cellulose membrane, containing SDBS, CTAB and 
Tween and 200, 500 and 1000 ppm of crude oil at pH 4 and pH 11. 
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At higher oil concentration the surface coverage with emulsified oil is faster leading 

to faster flux stabilization. Apart from fouling flux decline can be caused by 

concentration polarization, as well as membrane being mechanically compressed 

under pressure in a dead-end set up. A complete flux recovery eliminates a possible 

contribution of mechanical compression.  
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Figure 34. Pure water permeance, emulsion permeance and recovered water permeance for PSU and 
membranes prepared from 2 wt %, 5 wt % solutions with 200 ppm crude oil and 20 ppm SDBS at pH 

8. Inset: rinsed membranes after filtration. 

 

 

To confirm that emulsified oil didn’t adsorb to great extend onto the thin cellulose 

layer, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used (Figure 35). Compared to 

polysulfone, which showed a prominent layer on top of the membrane surface, the 

cellulose-coated membrane had practically no foulant on the surface. The cross 

sections of unmodified polysulfone membranes and cellulose-coated membranes 

after filtering oil-water emulsion, containing SDBS and 200 ppm of crude oil at pH 8 

are imaged in Figure 34.  
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Figure 35. TEM images of membrane cross sections after filtration of oil-water emulsions containing 
200 ppm of crude oil and SDBS at pH 8. A 2 wt % cellulose membrane is shown on the left side and 

polysulfone is shown on the right. 

 

Although PSU had higher initial water permeance and reasonable emulsion 

permeance, the water permeance recovery was almost zero. This leads to the 

conclusion that the PSU surface was irreversibly fouled by adsorption and internal 

pore blockage, which was also visible on the membrane even after rinsing. The 

membrane with the thinnest cellulose coating (0.4 μm), obtained with 2 wt % 

cellulose solution, had a water permeance of 150 Lm-2h-1bar-1, which is about 60% 

of the value for the uncoated PSU membrane. The emulsion permeance was much 

higher than for the uncoated PSU and the recovered flux was around 90 Lm-2h-1bar-

1. The recovered water permeance for uncoated PSU was close to zero. The 

membrane coated with 5 wt % cellulose (layer thickness around 0.9 μm) had a 

reduced initial water permeance, when compared to PSU and the membrane coated 

with 2 wt % cellulose solution, but its emulsion permeance was similar to PSU and 

the water flux recovery was more than 90 %. The thickness of the cellulose layer 
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affects the permeance. Membranes prepared from 2 wt % and 5 wt % solutions 

didn’t show visual changes after filtration. The polysulfone membrane used for 

filtration of emulsions containing SDBS had zero flux recovery (Figure 27, 28 and 

29).  

Cellulose membrane from three different coating solution concentrations, 2, 5, and 

10 wt %, lead to complete oil removal in all conditions i.e. with cationic, anionic and 

non-ionic surfactant as well as at pH 4, 8 and 11.  The images of 200 ppm, 500 ppm 

and 1000 ppm feed with SDBS and corresponding permeates, using a 2 wt % 

cellulose membrane,  are shown in Figure 36 and Table 10. 

 

 

Figure 36. Feed (a), retentate (b) and permeate (c) for emulsions with 200 ppm, 500 ppm and 1000 
ppm oil with SDBS at pH 8 filtered through 2 wt % cellulose membranes. 
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Table 10. Feed, retentate and permeate concentrations for emulsions with 200, 500 and 1000 ppm 

oil with SDBS at pH 8 for 2 wt % cellulose membrane. 

Feed oil 
concentration / 

ppm 

Retentate oil concentration / 
ppm 

Permeate oil 
concentration / 

ppm 

Permeate 
Turbidity 

NTU 

204 ± 6 216 ± 5 0 0.3±0.1 
412 ± 104 397 ± 12 0 0.1±0.0 

953±113 917±97 0 0.1±0.0 

 

The least flux decline and highest permeance were measured with emulsions with 

SDBS. As mentioned above SDBS is an anionic surfactant and the membrane is 

negatively charged in practically all investigated pH range.  Electrostatic repulsion 

leads to no significant adsorption onto the membrane surface. The emulsions with 

SDBS have bigger droplet size than with other surfactants, indicating lower stability. 

Fluctuations in the feed and retentate values could be due to the least stabilized 

SDBS-oil droplets while measuring rather larger volume of different sizes with a 

fluorescence probe. Emulsion containing 200 ppm of oil, stabilized with SDBS was 

tested with oil extraction method using tetrachloroethylene as extraction solvent. 

Feed had approximately 200 ppm of oil, retentate 150 ppm of oil and permeate 3 

ppm of oil. 

  

Unmodified ultrafiltration polysulfone membranes exhibited completely 

irreversible fouling, showing no flux recovery. The membranes were blocked 

immediately after the start of the emulsion filtration and pure water permeance 

measured afterwards was significantly less than the initial permeance.  
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Experiments with 5 and 10 wt % cellulose membranes and emulsion with CTAB and 

Tween confirmed a complete oil removal with turbidity below 1 NTU for 96 % of the 

permeates and under 5 NTU for 4 % of the permeates, which is within the obligatory 

laws and restrictions issues of WHO, European standards and USEPA.  The reason 

for fluctuations in oil concentration is due to the losses during emulsion preparation 

and mixing in the laboratory blender.  

Cellulose membranes were finally investigated for the filtration of real produced 

water (Figure 37). During 4 hour long filtration experiment, the permeance of three 

different cellulose membranes was practically constant. The turbidity was reduced 

from 629 ± 3 NTU in the feed to the 6.3 ± 0.1 NTU in the permeate. 

 

Figure 37. Real produced water permeance with time using membranes prepared from 2, 5 and 10 
wt % cellulose solutions in ionic liquid. 
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From this experiment we can conclude that cellulose membranes of various thin 

film thicknesses can be of potential use in downstream application for real produced 

water produced in the last stages of filtration where the oil concentration is low.  

 

Figure 38. Real produced water permeance with time for unmodified PSU membrane. 

 

The same filtration was conducted on unmodified PSU membranes under the same 

conditions (Figure 38). The produced water flux declined significantly, when 

compared to pure water permeance, indicating that adsorption and internal pore 

blockage occurred. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this Chapter we provide the main research conclusions as well recommendations 

for future research.  

5.1. Summary of Research Conclusions 

5.1.1. Cellulose Membrane Prepared via Silanization and Regeneration 

Membranes prepared via silanization exhibited a thin cellulose layer with high 

hydrophilicity with molecular weight cut-off within the UF membrane range. 

The prepared membranes were further modified by promoting interfacial 

polymerization on top of the thin-cellulose composite membrane. In this case, the 

cellulose layer served as an intermediate layer leading to faster water transport 

through polyamide layer and extending the application to nanofiltration range with 

MWCO of 200 Da and highest sodium chloride retention of 82 %. The surface of 

polyamide layer was smoothened by presence of cellulose, promoting faster 

transport and additional layer tightened the membrane.  

 

5.1.2. Cellulose Membrane Prepared with Ionic Liquid  

Imidazolium based ionic liquid with acetate anion ([C2mim]OAc) is capable of 

breaking the hydrogen bonds due to the hydrogen acceptor sites in the anion 
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structure and lack of hydrogen bond donors in the ionic liquid cation. Membranes 

prepared from ionic liquid with contact angle of 22° exhibited MWCO as low as 3 

kDa and water permeance as high as 13.8 Lm-2h-1bar-1. Cellulose membrane 

prepared without support are resistant to common organic solvents and can 

withstand wide range of pH from 3-11. 

 

5.1.3. Low Fouling Tendency of Cellulose/Ionic Liquid Membranes Towards Humic 

and Non-Humic Foulants 

Cellulose membranes prepared with ionic liquid showed resistivity to humic acid 

fouling, where membranes have been in contact with humic acid for several hours, 

without permeance decline. Compared to commercial membranes, for the cellulose 

membranes the flux decline was very small; e.g. 20 % flux decline for 2 wt % 

cellulose membrane and 75 % for control polysulfone membrane.  

Cellulose/ionic liquid membranes were not susceptible to non-humic fouling, as 

well as to BSA and gamma globulin proteins, having practically constant permeance 

and rejection of 100 %. 

 

5.1.4. Complete Removal of Crude Oil with Cellulose/Ionic Liquid Membranes 

Cellulose/Ionic liquid membranes showed excellent performance in complete 

removal of crude oil from oil-in-water emulsions. Membranes were subjected to 

several filtration tests investigating the influences of crude oil concentration, pH 
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range and different surfactants. By varying pH of the solution and charge of the 

emulsion droplets and the membrane change and the fouling is affected.  Emulsions 

with SDBS had the least flux decline and highest permeance.  

The thinnest cellulose coating (2 wt % cellulose) provided high permeance and 

much higher flux recovery than the control PSU membrane. Unmodified 

ultrafiltration polysulfone membranes exhibited complete irreversible fouling, with 

tremendously reduced emulsion permeance. 

This finding indicated that the cellulose coated layer was very effective for oil-water 

complete separation and flux recovery.  

 

5.2. Recommendations for Future Research 

5.2.1. Scale-up Potential, Environmental Impact and Recovery of Ionic Liquid 

In this Chapter we present solely the estimated cost for production of 1 m2 of 

cellulose/ionic liquid membranes and two potential processes for recovery of ionic 

liquid, hybrid RO-distillation and distillation alone process calculating only the 

energy required without considering e.g. pressure exchanger or booster pump in RO 

process or energy required for cooling the water in distillation process etc. 

One of the main challenges in membrane technology, besides fouling, is the ability to 

scale up the process and to reduce consumption of toxic solvents thus having less 

harsh environmental impact.   
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Cellulose membranes have the advantage of being comprised of a natural abundant 

material, available in a variety of forms, including the natural one, wood pulp. Usage 

of green solvent such as ionic liquid is less harmful for the environment compared 

to the common organic solvents. 

The economic efficiency of shifting from lab scale to pilot scale membrane 

fabrication should be evaluated. We discuss here a preliminary evaluation. Using 

water soluble ionic liquid with no vapor pressure gives the possibility of waste 

reduction as ionic liquid can be regenerated. Regeneration of ionic liquid by 

implementing membrane technology and column distillation can recover 90 % of 

ionic liquid thus minimizing the waste (Figure 39). 

 

Figure 39. Recovery of ionic liquid by (a) membrane process and (b) distillation process. 
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The operational route starts with membrane manufacturing where the goal product 

is cellulose membrane manufactured with ionic liquid.  

1. Hybrid process (membrane filtration and distillation) 

Membrane process (Figure 39 a)) 

To prepare 15 m x 0.3 m (4.5 m2) of cellulose membrane in a continuous machine  

500 ml volume solution containing 5 wt % cellulose and 95 wt % ionic liquid are 

required, leading to 0.1 wt % ionic liquid in the water bath having volume of 1000 L. 

For effective distillation the feed entering the column should have 5 wt % ionic 

liquid. From the mass balance if the feed has 0.1 wt % ionic liquid in 1000 L, and to 

get a retentate with 5 wt % and 20 L of water, 980L of water have to be removed 

(permeate) (equation shown in Appendix A1). The osmotic pressure of the retentate 

is approximately 14 bars calculated from Van’t Hoff equation (Appendix A2). The 

proposed membrane could be a RO one (OSMO HR(PA)) from GE.177 The energy 

consumption for the aforementioned membrane process would be approximately 3 

kWh/m3 if we assume that the energy consumption for RO desalination is between 

2.5 and 4 kWh/m3.178 (Appendix A3) 

Distillation process (Figure 39 b)) 

A feed containing 5 wt % of ionic liquid and 20 L of water would go into the 

distillation column. It has been reported that the distillation of [C2mim]OAc can 

produce 90 % yield.179 The energy required to heat 20 L of solution (assume 20° C) 

to boiling point would be 6.7 MJ (1.8 kWh).180 The energy required to evaporate 20 

L of water to steam at atmospheric pressure would be 45.2 MJ (12.5 kWh). The total 
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energy required to distillate 20 L of solution containing 5 wt % ionic liquid with 90 

% yield is 51.9 MJ (14.4 kWh) (Appendix A4a and A5a).  The total energy 

consumption of a hybrid RO-distillation system is 17.4 kWh. 

2. Distillation process (only) 

Recovery of ionic liquid could be possible with only distillation. Energy requirement 

will increase because the feed would have 1000 L of water with 0.1 wt % of ionic 

liquid. The energy required to heat 1000 L of solution (assume 20°C) to the boiling 

point would be 336.0 MJ (93.3 kWh). The energy required to evaporate 1000 L of 

water to steam at atmospheric pressure would be 2260 MJ (627.7 kWh) (Appendix 

A4b and A5b). The total energy consumption of a distillation system is 721 kWh. 

The energy consumption tariff for Saudi Arabia for industrial facilities is fixed at 5 

US $ cents/kWh. 181  

Although a hybrid RO-distillation process would be more cost effective still 

distillation alone in Saudi Arabia is not as expensive as it would be in USA (9.43 US $ 

cents/kWh) or Germany (15.22 US $ cents/kWh).182 

The advantage of using hybrid system would be less energy consumption, thus 

decreased gas emission. The disadvantage is the usage of two systems with a more 

complicated operation, increase in operation and maintenance cost.  

The advantage of using distillation as a sole process is simplicity, being a rapid 

method but rather energy consuming. Equations are shown in Appendix A. 
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In summary, cellulose membrane manufacture from ionic liquid are susceptible for 

scale up with estimated cost of 10 $/m2. Using cellulose doesn’t cause considerable 

depletion of natural resources due to, firstly, its abundance; secondly, cellulose can 

be from wood, pulp or cotton, which is a residue from e.g. wood industry or textile 

industry. Ionic liquid is a non-volatile and environmentally benign solvent therefore 

its usage reduced the negative environmental impact. 

Another advantage of ionic liquid is the possibility of recovery, which minimizes the 

waste. Hybrid RO-distillation system consumes less energy than distillation alone 

although distillation is a simpler method. 

Usage of ionic liquid reduces the release of toxic chemical in the environment based 

on the fact that ionic liquid is not toxic chemical and that [C2mim]OAc is the least 

toxic among ionic liquids.  

By recovering ionic liquid we reduced the waste, minimize negative environmental 

impact and have more cost efficient process. 

 

5.2.2. Cellulose Membranes in Biomedical Application 

The application of cellulose in membrane technology and beyond is numerous. 

Aforementioned characteristics as well as countless derivatives such as 

nanocrystals and bacterial cellulose extend the application from membranes to 

every day personal products, automotive and medicinal.  
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Cellulose and cellulose derivatives are already used in biomedical application due to 

their biocompatibility and biodegrability. They are used as hemodialysis 

membranes for artificial kidneys, membranes in plasmapheresis and as drug 

delivery precursors.  

Electrospun cellulose fibers from ionic liquids call for further research for 

biomedical application taking the advantage of cellulose dissolution in ionic liquid 

and reduced toxicity with modification of the electrospinning instrumentation and 

procedure.183 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A 

1. Amount of water to be removed. 

𝐶1𝑉1 = 𝐶2𝑉2 

C1=0.1 wt % 

V1=1000 L 

C2=5 wt % 

Then V2=20 L, and water to be removed is 980 L. 

2. Osmotic pressure 

𝛱 = 𝑖𝑀𝑅𝑇 

i (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate)=2 

MW (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate) = 170.21 gmol-1 

R= 0.082 L atm-1 K-1mol-1 

T= 293.15 K 

M= 0.294 molL-1 

Then Π=14.13 bars 

3. RO energy consumption 
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Assuming energy consumption of RO system is 2.5-4 kWh/m3  

For 1000 L of water in the feed, energy consumption will be approximately 3 

kWh/m3. 

4. Heating the water (assuming from 20° C) to boiling point of 100° C 

𝑄 = 𝑚𝑐𝑝𝛥𝑇 

Cp (water) =4.2 J/(g.°C) 

ΔT (water) =100-20 

m – mass of water:  

a) distillation in hybrid process; m = 20 kg 

b) distillation alone; m = 1000 kg 

 

5. Evaporating water to steam  

𝑄 = 𝑚 ℎ𝑣  

hv (water) =2260 J/g 

m-mass of water: 

a) distillation in hybrid process; m = 20 kg 

b) distillation alone; m = 1000 kg 
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